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Board of Trustees 
Elects Two Members 
EUR To Hold 
Forum With 
Administration. 
Beach Boys, Chad and 
Jeremy to Give Concert 
David J. Laub 
Mr. Laub has long been active 
in banking and business as well 
as in civic circles in Buffalo. He 
has ·been executive vice president 
of the Marine Midland Bank ior 
the past ten years, previously was 
vice president of Hubbs, and 
Howe Co., and general partner of 
George Laub's Sons. He is di-
rector in seven different corpora-
tions in Buffalo. 
He is vice chairman of the Citi-
zens Advisory Committee on Com-
munity Improvement, past presi-
dent and director of the Buffalo 
Philharmonic Orch~stra Society, 
member of the executive board of 
the National Conference of Chris-
tians and Jews, member of the 
advisory committee on the Child-
ren's Hospital of Buffalo, director 
of the Blue Cross of Western 
New York, member of the local 
council of the State University 
of New York College at Buffalo, 
and a trustee of the Nichols 
School of which he is a graduate. 
He has served the national gov-
ernment in a number of consult-
ing positions; during World War 
II he rose from private to captain 
in the Army Quartermaster 
Corps. 
He is a former p1esident of the 
Council of Churches of Buffalo 
and Erie County and now serves 
on its Investment Advisory Com-
mittee. He is an elder of the 
Westminister United Presbytrian 
Church and is a former deacon 
and former president of its board 
of trustees. 
He was graduated from Yale 
in 1932 with the A.B. degree, and 
the Harvard Business School in 
1934 with the M.B.A. degree. He 
lives at 24 Chapin Parkway, Buf-
falo. 
Donald Keene 
Lectures on 
Japanese Lit 
by Jan Booth 
EUB presented another in 
their series of guest lecturers 
last Wednesday night. Donald 
Keene, speaking on the Japanese 
theatre, presented a most inter-
esting and enlightening discus-
sion. 
Mr. Kene led into his topic by 
first giving a brief historical 
sketch of the Japanese theatre 
and its varieties. A strange cul-
tural feature of the Japanese is' 
that they have "never lost any-
thing of artistic significance." 
Drama, for example, has not 
changed radically since the fif-
teenth century. 
The most important of the 
three varieties of theatre that Mr. 
Keene 'mentioned is the "Noh 
theatre." The "Noh theatre" is 
most dependent on the beauty of 
the text and not the dramatic per-
formance. 
This style of theatre uses both 
prose and poetry (but not poetry 
in the traditional sense of tlte 
word since Japanese poetry is in 
a form called, "tonca" consisting 
of syllables in the style of 5-7, 
5-7, 7) with singing declaimed 
(Continued on page 2) 
Clinton Ford 
Mr. Ford, of Wilton, Conn., is 
internationally known as an as-
tronomer and is secretary of the 
American Association of Variable 
Star Observers. He has had exten-
sive experience·_ in scientific re-
search and administration, as well 
as in the teaching of science. 
He is a Fellow of the American 
Astronomical Society, and holds 
membership in a number of so-
cieties in this country, Canada 
and Great Britain concerned with 
astronomy and scientific re-
search. 
His experience includes being 
assistant director of the Ordwes 
Laboratories of Wesleyan Uni-
versity, vice president and re-
search director of the Nikor Pro-
ducts Company, Springfield, 
Mass., and as a technical consult-
ant since 1961. 
Prior to World War II he lec-
tured or taught at a number of 
educational institutions, including 
Brown and Harvard Universities 
and Smith College. 
The EUB Forum Committee 
will present a panel discussion 
by members of the administra-
tion on Monday, November 21 at 
7:30 p.m. in the Union Recrea-
tion Room. 
The members of the panel are 
Dr. Dillingham, president; Dean 
Davies, provost; Mrs. Hood, dean 
of Women; Dr. Clarke, dean of 
Men; Dr. Baizer, vice president 
of AAUP; and Mr. Herren, di-
rector of College Properties. Dr. 
Sackey, assistant professor of 
Economics, will serve as modera-
tor. 
At first, the college officials 
will answer questions that have 
been submitted prior to the panel 
discussion. An open ten minute 
discussion will follow each ques-
tion. 
After the written questions 
have been answered, the panel 
will entertain questions from the 
floor. 
BIC will present the Beach 
Boys and Chad and Jeremy in 
concert on Tuesday, November 22 
at 8:15 p.m. in the South Hill 
gymnasium. 
The Sophomore, Junior, and 
Senior class officers are sponsor-
ing the concert in order to use 
the proceeds to augment the Eg-
b,ert Union Building Fund. It is 
hoped that the Union will be ex-
panded to include a ballroom, 
student services 
eral remodeling 
building. 
area, and gen-
of the present 
Tickets arc now on sale in the 
Union lobby, at McNeils Music 
Store, at Mayer's Smoke Shop, 
and at the Triangle Book Store. 
They sell for $3.00, $3.25 and 
$3.75 for front rows' reserved 
seats. 
He attended Carleton College 
and the University of Michigan, 
receiving the AB. degree from 
the latter in 1935, and the M.S. 
degree in ,J.936. During World 
War II he was a naval officer, 
serving in the coding office in 
Washington, as assistant profes-
sor of naval science at Renssalaer 
Polytechnic Institute, and as com-
manding officer of a Navy v-12 
unit at Newberry College. 
Post Office 
Blamed For 
Card Mix-up The Beach Boys 
College Gets 
$3,500 Grant 
for Research 
by ·Paul Graham Yorkls 
Due to the United States Post 
Office Department's inefficiency 
in handling the mail, Pi Lambda 
Chi was una:ble to meet its com-
mitment to sell UNICEF cards 
last week. 
Beach Boys Started With 'Surfin' 
Ithaca College has received a 
grant of $3,500 from the Research 
Corporation of New York City 
in support of research being car-
ried on by Ass't Prof. Heinz 
Koch of the Chemistry Depart-
ment. 
Mr. Ford lives at 10 Canter-
bury Lane, Wilton. He is the son 
of Walter B. Ford of Ovid, N.Y., 
benefactor of Ithaca College after 
whom its School of Music build-
ing is named. 
Sanny Dance 
to be Held 
Tomorrow 
However, through the coopera-
tion of the New York headquar-
ters of UNICEF, they have se-
cured a duplicate shipment. 
Cards and date-book calendars 
will go on sale as soon as possi-
ble. It was noted that the Egbert 
Union Administration was excep-
tionally helpful to the Pi Lambda 
Chi brothers in arranging facili-
ties in the Union Lobby. 
Each box of cards cost only a 
dollar and a quarter, all of which 
goes to help children overseas. 
This is the second annual card 
sale sponsored by Pi Lambda Chi. 
by Alan Hyman 
The Beach Boys all started 
when one of the three Wilson 
brothers first suggested that it 
was time someone wrote a song 
which would reflect the. mood, 
essence, spirit, and sounds of 
surfing, then - as now - a craze 
along the Pacific coast of Cali-
fornia. The result of this discus-
sion produced the record "Surf. 
in'". 
The group's second disc, "Surf-
in' Safari" won them a record 
contract and put them into the 
spotlight. Eight "Million Sellers" 
followed, and the rest of the 
story is the present and the fu-
ture. 
Sigma Alpha Nu, men's social 
fraternity, will hold a dance in 
the Union Rec Room, tomorrow, 
Friday, Nov. 18. 
· The MOJOS, one of the bands 
at last year's Shindig, will play 
Scavenger Hutnt Wirnners 
Fail tto Obtain lincolll11l 
from 9-12. Beer will be on tap. The Egbert Union Board spon-
Admission is 75¢ stag, and $1.25 sored a scavenger hunt last Fri-
drag. . 'th th day, Nov. 11 that offered a 1967 
Also appean~g ~ . e. Lincoln Continental to any team 
MOJOS, and makmg his first ap- of two that could successfully 
pearance on the IC campus in collect a total of 36 items. 
several years, will be Richard 
Stein. Though the most items brought 
in by a team was 26, there were 
Health CelMlteir 
WarnsAbouil" 
Inoculations 
The Health Center suggests 
that students who are planning 
to obtain Flu shots for this sea-
son should visit their. family 
doctors during the Thabksgiving 
and Christmas vacations. 
No widespread outbreaks of 
Types A or B influenza during 
the 196!Hi7 season are predicted 
by the U.S. Public Health Service 
Communicable Disease Center. 
only three things that were not 
obtained by anyone. No one could 
figure out what Devil Shake was, 
let alone find an empty bottle of 
it, the closest anyone got to a pair 
of size 15 shoes was a valient 
effort with a size 14 and a Sigma 
Epsilon Chi frat pin just wasn't 
to be had. 
Beach Boy ticket winners: Dan 
ZeicJmer and Bud Shaver man-
aged a total of 27 items. They 
relieved one gas station of every 
road map for Virginia or Ohio 
that it had and secured a blue 
garter from a girl friend's picture 
on the wall. 
Runner-ups: Bill Clark and 
Judy Steiner drove to the Trip-
hammer shopping center to make 
a sale on dog food. That is, Judy 
drove while Bill sat in the back. 
The rest of the space entirely 
taken up by a giant back board 
because they never did discover 
what a bed bumper was. 
The supplier of the back board 
did all right also. He donated a 
Cornell Directory, a dorm piano 
stool, and the aforementioned 
board straight off his bed. In re-
turn though, he received item 
#29-only the bottle of Haig and 
Haig that was full. 
Hersh Howard and Elwood Hoyt 
tied with Bill and Judy for the 
position of runner-up. They 
·brought in 26 articles without 
using a car. It limited them to 
the local area, but imagination is 
(Continued on page 8) 
In describing their world-wide 
success, Carl Wilson says, "We're 
only part of a world-wide pop 
movement in which million of 
people have a part to play-fans 
who come to see us spending 
precious dollars; record buyers 
who expect value for their sup-
port and expense. We are simply 
the front-men for what's happen-
ing." 
The award was made under the 
foundation's Frederick Gardner 
Cottrell Program of Project 
Grants. Prof. Koch's project is en-
titled "Nucleophilic Reactivity." 
Prof. Koch's interest has its 
origins in work he did for his 
doctorate dissertation at Cornell; 
They recently were quoted as his thesis was entitled: "Nucleo-
~ying_, "We are not content to J philic Addition of Hydrogen Hal-
Just sit and record. We want to ides to Flourohaloolefins." He 
visit all of the countries in which t' d h' h d · 
our records were popular. \Ve con mue is researc urmg a 
believe in personal contact-to the University of California, 
see and be seen." two-year post-doctoral position at 
Brian Wilson, leader of the Berkeley. 
group, believes that their latest David Hughes, a senior, is par-
album "Pet Sounds" represents a ticipating on the Ithaca College 
new plateau in their music. To 
achieve the newest in musical project with Prof Koch. It is Mr. 
sounds, it was decided that Brian Hughes' senior research project. 
would not tour with the group, The grant will be used toward 
but spend most of the time plan- the purchase of several pieces of 
ning their new music. In his place supporting apparatus, and for a 
on stage now stands Bruce John- number of other items. 
son, a long time friend of the I 
group, like them a Californian 
and a bass-player and singer. 
The Beach Boys-Dennis and Tom .Doll'lleS 
Carl Wilson, Mike Love, Alan Slhiowll'il 'ioll'ilo~htt 
Jardine, and Bruce Johnson will ;:ii 
be on stage at Ithaca College next 
Tuesday. 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
IN THE ITHACAN 
THIS WEEK 
""i7 
!Frosh Elections ........ pg. 
WGB II .................... pg. 
Steinbeck ...... .......... pg: 
Leary ...................... pg. 
2 
3 
6 
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"Tom 
Part of IEUIB 
!Flick Special 
Jones,'' the academy-
award winning English sex farce, 
will be shown tonight at 7 and 
9:30 p.m. 
Based on Henry Fielding's racy 
comedy, "Tom Jones" won the 
award for the Best Picture and 
Best Actor. 
Two showings arc planned in 
the Rec Room tonight. Admission 
is 75¢. 
, .. ,L 
'[ 
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New Committee 
Advises !?ire-Medi 
S1l'tl.lldle11'1ltrs 
by Jacki Finch 
. ~, :;;;~f+~~~ 
,, ilf~' Keene lecture ,,·, :;:>,\i (Continued from page 1) r:::~\' ;-! from the background. Although a ,,;<:,,;<;'< ') chorus is often utilized, one finds 
,:ff/'.,,~·:-. i it mainly speaking for the actor 
,,;f:,,,>,-, -<' ,;_! during any strenuous physical 
This semester a special Pre-
medical Advisory Committee has 
been formed to encourage and 
aid students who are interested in 
careers in medicine, dentistry, 
and veterinary medicine. 
The committee was formed by 
Dr. DeLanncy, Miss Schmeider, 
Dr. Koch, Dr. Merrifield, and Mr. 
Lowe. 
!''-'. ,_;·· f ,, 
' 
;.. 
, ...... ,. , ... 
Cheri Haring 
, ',;;,_;\\'! movement he must undergo. 
,, · -; The number of characters in 
Tony Rando 
by Wnrron Kyprio The first meeting will be held 
Wednesday, Nov. 30, at 7:15 p.m. 
in room ll I of the Science Build- I 
ing. At this time the members I 
will conduct a panel discussion 
on what courses are needed for 
medical schools and students can 
question the panel. Refreshments 
will be served following the 
meeting. 
Class of 1970 Elects First Officers 
, the "Noh theatre" is usual!v 
limited to one principal cha~-
acter (masked) , and a secondary 
character, often in the form of a 
priest. The secondary character 
is often found standing on the 
side of the stage and asking ques-
tions similar to those that the 
audience might be asking them-
selves. 
lVIr. Keene pointed out another 
interesting comparison between 
the Japanese art of the theatre 
Approximately one-third of the I · The Construction Party took 
freshman class voted this past three offices, the Class Party win-
Monday, November 14, to elect ning the fourth. Elected were: 
their executive board for the President-Steven Zanville (163 
1966-1967 academic year. votes)--Construction, Vice-Presi-
dent-Wendy Behrer (161 votes)! The newly elected president 
--Construction, Treasurer - An- will take his place in Student 
thony Rando (149 votes)-Cons- Congress, Thursday, November 
truction, Secretary-Cheri Haring '17. 
(133 votes)--Class Party. I 
and European or American thea-
tre. In Japan, the center of atten-
tion is on the symbolic level of 
the play and on the poetry, not 
on the dramatic aspects. Since 
the actors wear masks to appear 
more ghost-like, they do not de-
Xerox Gives $5000 To ((Fl IC Promotes New Music Program Career Notes velop personal characteristics be-cause personal characteristics do not belong to the other world. 
by Jacki Finch Another _comparison made by 
For _library Processing Unit 
The' College Center of the i mittee are Miss Frances G. Hep. 
Finger Lakes has been gra11ted [ install, Alfred University; Mr. 
$5,000 by the Xerox Corporation Robin R. B. Murray, College of 
to assist in the establishment of Ceramics, State University of 
a central processing unit for Ii- New York at Alfred; Miss Shirley 
brary materials. The central pro- Edsall and Dr. John H. Martin, 
cessing unit is being organized to Corning Community College; Mr. 
increase communication among Ronald V. Glens, Elmira College~ 
the libraries of the member col- l\'lrs. Edna Farnsworth and Dr. 
leges and lower costs of proces- William R. Lansberg, Hobart and 
sing and cataloguing library ma- William Smith Colleges; Miss 
terials. Mary Campfield, Ithaca College; 
The central processing unit pro- Mrs. Ruth Weaver Pinkerton, 
ject is a result of the recommen- Keuka College; Mr. Raleigh De-
dation of the Library Committee Priest, Mansfield State College; 
of the College Center and of con- Mrs. Marie Damron Wells Col-
sultant Carl Jackson, formerly ' . 
with the University of Colorado lege; and l\'lrs. Phyllis A. Mac-
library in Boulder, Colorado. Doncll, College Center of the 
Members of the Library Com- Finger Lakes. 
Don lJ nan Playhouse Contest 
For New Play Now Open 
A playwriting competition of-
fering a $500 prize has been an-
nounced by the Don Juan Play-
house, a regional theater near 
Santa Fe, New Mexico. The winn-
ing play will be produced by the 
Playhouse next summer in cele-
bration of its tenth season. 
The prize money is being pro-
Pasternack and! 
Brandeis Work 
Published in 
·Chem Journo~ 
vided jointly by the Don Juan 
Playhouse and the National Foun-
dation of the Arts and Humani-
ties through the cooperation of 
the New Mexico Arts Commis-
sion. 
Deadline for entries is Febru-
ary 1, 1967 and the decision of 
the judges will be announced by 
March 15. Each entry must be a 
full length play or two short ones 
suitable for staging on Don 
Juan's 24' by 24' proscenium 
stage and must not have been 
produced previously. 
The contest is open to anyone, 
anywhere and there is no limit 
on the number of entries from 
one author. Entries may be sent 
Prof. Robert Pasternack, chair- to Don Juan Playhouse, Inc., P.O. 
ma~ of chemistry at Ithaca Col- Box 777, Los Alamos, New Mex-
lege, is one of three authors of ico 87544. 
an article appearing in the Oct. Further details about the con-
20 issue of the "Journal of the test may be obtained by writing 
Am . Ch . al S . ty ,, io the same address. er1can eID1c oc1e . 
The article, entitled "Steric Ef-
fects in Fast Metal Complex Sub-
stitution Reactions," describes 
the work that Prof. Pasternack 
and Prof. K. Kustin of Brandeis 
have been engaged in during 
summer vacation periods. The 
work has been carried on at Bran-
deis. 
THIE 
ORDENTAL 
SHOP 
<;:hinese, 
Japanese 
7 East Asian Foods Oriental Gifts 
,--r Pottery Teak AR2-7710 
130 E. GREEN ST., ITHACA 
MOE'S 
IBarbeD' Shop 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
1118 N. Aurora St. 
272 8184 
Charles Boykin's 
Body Shop 
Rodlotor--Body Work--Glost1 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. Stato St. 
272-6050 
Designed to Acquaint College 
Students with Contemporary Music 
Mr. Lowe's office has arranged Donald Keene was the fact that 
to have four interviewers on cam- the audience in Japan is ex-
pus within the next two weeks. pected to already know the text 
A two-year experimental pro-
gram designed to promote crea-
tivity and a better understanding 
of contemporary music among 
college music students and sec-
ondary school students will be 
initiated by Ithaca College this 
fall, working in cooperation with 
Ithaca High School. 
The program will involve 14 
Ithaca College music students and 
up to ten promising Ithaca High 
School students, according fo 
Prof. Donald Wells of the Col-
lege's music faculty, director of 
the program. The program will 
be carried out with the coopera-
tion of Frank Battisti, director of 
the high school band. 
The project is one of a number 
of "Institutes for Music in Con-
temporary Education" being 
sponsored across the country by 
the Music Educators National 
Conference and I supported by a 
$300,000 grant from the Ford 
Foundation. 
Other institutions in New York 
State with similar projects in-
clude the University of Roches-
ter, Harpur College and SUNY at 
PotsdlUll. 
The pilot project, which may 
be emulated at other schools and 
departments of music, will in-
volve composition as a means of 
gaining insights into its process, 
theoretical systems as inferred 
from a variety of both contem-
porary and traditional works, de-
velopment in music as an art in 
a historical context, including its 
aesthetic principles and the 
forces affecting its growth; aural 
skills necessary for analysis, per-
formance and criticism and ex-
perience in conducting, orches-
tration and arranging. 
Tuesday, Nov. 22, a representa- so well that they would under-
tive from General Electric Cor- stand what was happening even if 
poration will interview students the diction was so poor they 
with liberal arts, accounting, and could not distinguish the words. 
business administration back- Mr. Keene equated the pleasure 
grounds for . positions in the of_ the_ "Noh theatre" to ~Orne- f 
fields of accounting, auditing, !hmg like t~e pleasure of listen- l 
and financial management. mg_ to music. One does not get I 
The following Tuesday, Nov. excited about the events o_f the , 
29 an interviewer from Roches- play but about the poetry, mten-
te; Telephone company will be sity and beauty of the language. 
available for consultation. Mr. Keene supplemented his 
Wednesday, Dec. 1, a represen- lecture from time to time with 
tative of the Atlantic Refining touches of humor. 
Company will conduct interviews. Reviewer's comment: It is hard 
On the same day, Professor to understand why, on a campus 
Schultz from the graduate school of 3,000 students, so few people 
at Rochester University will in- take advantage of the cultural 
terview students with liberal arts opportunities offered to them. 
backgrounds. Out of the twenty-nine persons 
Any student interested in hav- present at this past lecture only 
ing an interview should sign up approximately fourteen of them 
in Mr. Schroeder's office in the were Ithaca College students. ' 
Arts & Science Building. See Editorial. 
Upstairs Gallery Christmas Show Interested in doing Page ,Lay-outs For The Ithacan A new and varied collection of 
drawings, engravings, litho-
graphs, etchings and wood-cuts 
will be shown at the exhibition 
which opened Tues., Nov. 15 at 
the Upstairs Gallery at 120 E. 
Buffalo St. on DeWitt Park. Last 
year tlie Gallery, in its Christmas 
Show, featured Parisian print-
makers. This year's gift show 
spot-lights American artists such 
as O'Connor, Thrall, Singer, 
Amen, Kahn and Peterd.i. Some 
of those exhibiting have been 
members of the Silvermine Guild 
of Norwalk, Connecticut. 
Some of the unusual prints in 
the exhibition have been obtained 
from a private collection and are 
already framed. Ten pieces of 
sculpture never before shown in 
Hotei 
lLeonardo 
cocktail lounge 
Air Conditioned 
273-1893 
l 05 N. Aurora St. 
CENTRAL 
AMERl<;AN 
SHOP 
0 
Gordon Fraser Cards 
Imported and Domestic 
Gifts 
0 
111 N. Aurora St. 
Ithaca are from the same source. 
Drop down to the office Monday night Nov. 28 for 
information. 
The Upstairs Gallery is open 
Tuesday through Fridays frOm 
11 until 4:30, and on Saturdays 
from 10 until 1. Prints can be I 
purchased, prices start at $5.00. 
A preview-reception of the 1· 1 
Christmas Show was held on 
Sunday, November 13 from 4 un-
til 6 p.m. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
,,. 
HICKEY1S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
All AMERICAN 
Girl of the Week 
JUDY D. BAU 
PT '68 
receives 5. gallono of 
9011 FREE 
at 
!Frank's American 
201 W. Sonoca St. 
Sunrise Market 
(The World's Smallest Supermarket) 
Fine Choice Meats 
Produce Legal Beverages 
Sub Sandwiches only 59c 
Orders for Parties and Picnics 
Open 8 a.m. - 12 midnight 
512 West State St. AR2-6066 
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE 
!For All Your Insurance Needs 
MOSES PETER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
Gun and Tackle 
Center 
504 W. State St. 
Sunday--open 10 AM. until? for last 
minute supplies. 
Large supply of Remington slugs--
12 - 16 - 20. 
Complete line of ammunition and 
clothing for hunting se~son. 
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SCAVENGER HUNT Report ollD WGIB 
(Continued from page 1) 
College WiDI 
!Participate Un 
British Program 
Last in a Series ol Two Articles 
.. 
hy ,vnrrcn Kypric 
Participants check their items last Saturday night at the 
. EUB Dance. 
Barnetts• Sunoco 
519 W. STATE ST. 
272-9881 
~ 
''We're proud of 
our lube jobs" 
~ 
Ted and Rollie 
the key. That ought to give WICB 
a hint as to where their staff 
pumpkin disappeared to. 
At any rate, the hunt is over, 
all union piano stools have been 
accounted for and when asked 
all paricipants came out with a 
hearty; "I had a ball". 
As a final note, a special prize 
has been awarded the team of 
Hal Dahl and Greg Youngs for 
brfoging in an Ithaca Police 
Badge. 
Ithaca College will partic:pate 
in the British Universities Sum-
mer Schools Program. This pro-
gram consists of a six week term 
of study in the fields of drama, 
literature, history, ph:losophy 
and the arts. 
George Clarkson, Protestant 
Chaplain of Ithaca College, has 
been appointed honorary advisor 
to the program. He first became 
interested in the Summer Schools 
Program when he had the oppor-
tunity to study philosophy at the 
University of Edinburgh in 1960. 
Julius Nyag:ro, presently a 
junior at Ithaca College, was ac-
cepted last year. He is scheduled 
to attend the University of Edin-
burgh next summer. Another 
Ithaca College student, Katie 
Neary, Class of '66, studied two 
summers ago at Stratford-Upon-
Avon in the field of Shakespear-
ean literature. 
The six week terxh coincides 
with the Tr:plum Humanities, 
and six credits are earned during 
the course of the summer. Stu-
dents are eligible to study at the 
University of Birmingham, Strat-
ford-Upon-Avon, the University 
of London, the University of Ox-
ford, and the Scottish Uffiver-
sities at the University of Edin-
burgh. 
The cost is $330 for the six 
weeks, including room, board and 
tuition. Students have weekends 
free and one extended weekend 
for longer sightseeing trips. Be-
s:des the regular lecture series, 
sightseeing tours are arranged, 
and students are introduced to 
the cultural aspects of the cities. 
This program, which accepts 
(Continued on page 9) 
In the first installment of this 
article, the Women's Governing 
Board was discussed from the stu-
dent's point of view. It was sug-
gested that there are certain 
reasons as to why the W.G.B. is 
thought of by the student body in 
rather negative terms. 
The remaining section of this 
article will deal with the func-
tions and problems of the W.G.B. 
in relation to the administration. 
We would also like to point out 
is hoping to accomplish with the 
?xactly what the administration 
help of the Women's Governing 
Board. 
It would first be helpful to 
briefly outline the numerous 
duties of a student on the W.G.B., 
or the organization's functions as 
a whole. The Board's major en-
deavor in the area of publications 
is the annual college handbook, 
the Blue and Gold. Any addi-
tional proceedings that should be 
brought to the attention of the 
public are contained in the 
weekly summaries of the meet-
ings and the President's letter, 
which reaches House Council 
presidents monthly. 
The Women's Govermng Board 
is also responsible for meeting 
periodically with dorm advisors, 
freshmen representatives, Stu-
dent Congress representatives, 
and House presidents. In addi-
tion, the organization is credited 
with the formation of a Freshman 
Board, with which it is in cons-
tant touch. 
The W.G.B. has also taken upon 
itself the responsibility of sup-
porting a foster child. This 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
An exciting new exhibition of American Artists 
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by Louise Race 
branch of the activ1t1es is led by ' mo~t important that a dormitory 
Betty Hoerner. Leslie Shreve, an- be secure during the night and 
other member of the board, dt· during long vacations when the 
reeled the Big Sister program dormitory is unoccupied. These 
this year, a job rcqu1ring consis- problem~ may not occur to every 
tent effort. woman on campus, but they must 
Aside from these more specific be considered if the welfare of 
functions, the W.G.B. must be a the student is to be kept in mind. 
ministration and students This The monetary factor is also of 
sounding bard between the ad- constant concern to the adminls-
requires a great deal of time in tration when considering W.G.B. 
discussion and formation of ideas, re<::ommendations. Dean Hood 
as well as the systematic analy- feels that the parents of Ithaca 
sis of certain problems that must College students are paying 
be solved. enough now, and most students 
As it was stated in the first would probably agree with her. 
section of this article, Women's \Vhen there are changes made in 
Governing Board has only the a policy, such as a change in cur-
power to "recommend" to the fews, the money has to come 
administration. The administra- from somewhere and the Admin-
tion, however, seems to be more istration's problem is to find the 
than willing, in the words of source of it. These adjustments 
Dean Hood, "to trust the judge- can and will be made, but the Ad-
ment" of the members of the ministration must be given the 
board. When the administration time. 
rejects a proposal from the By offering suggestions to the 
W.G.B., it is not usually because administration, the Women's Gov-
they did not like the proposal or erning Board may create immedi-
did not want it for the students. ate problems such as those indi-
More likely, it is due to certain cated, but it will, hopefully, solve 
complications which arise if the certain problems which exist for 
proposal became a reality. the woman student. In addition to 
As an example, let us take the simply bringing forth problems 
problem of curfews. The female for the administration to handle, 
population recently indicated to however, the W.G.B. is also in a 
the W.G.B. that they would be in position to inform the adminis-
favor of later cu'i:fews. The ad- tration of the success of various 
ministration also feels the need endeavors. 
for later curfews and will be 
granting them in the near future. In short, the Governing Board 
Before this move, however, ar- is a mouthpiece through which 
rangements must be made for the student can communicate to 
late proctors, extended bus ser- the administration. The Board is 
vices, and the distribution of dor- interested in working for the stu-
mitory keys. From these arrange-
ments stem additional problems, dent; if a problem exists, it is cer-
such as what is to happen if a tain that the W.G.B. will take the 
girl should lose her key. It is time to consider its solution. 
Phi Mu Alpha to Present 
Open House JRecital 
Delta Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha 
Sinfonia, National Music Fra-
ternity of America, is presenting 
this Sunday afternoon, Nov. 20, 
at 2:00 p.m. at its new house 
(Dorm 24-B), an Open House Re-
cital. 
The Recital will start with 
David Kelsey playing Frederic 
Chopin's Etude in e minor for 
piano. Next, Douglas Pullen will 
play Aeolian Song for Alto Saxo-
phone (Second Movement from 
Concertino for Alto Saxophone 
and Band Instruments) by Warren 
Benson, who is the Composer-In-
Residence and Professor of Music 
at Ithaca College and a Brother 
of Phi Mu Alpha. 
Following will be a Duet by 
Luigi Cherubini performed by 
David Becker, viola; and Dale 
If the Puritans won't-
the Indians will-
buy their Thanksgiving 
Cards at 
CHIARJAN 1 S 
Corner State & Tioga 
LISTEN TO THE 
DAY-END NEWS 
with 
David I. Stewart 
4:30 - - WTKO 
Gee's Sports Shop 
210 W. State St. 
273-6971 
<> 
0 Guns - New & Used 
O Ammunition 
0 Reloading Equipment 
O Quality Fishing Tackle 
O Gun Supplies 
Baer, alto saxophone. Next, will 
be a trombone solo by Thomas 
Everett playing a Georg PhiU.p 
Telemann Sonata. Concluding the 
program will be a Trio by Ludwig 
van Beethoven performed by Ken-
neth Brown, violin; and David 
Becker, viola. 
DeMolay Yo Open 
[hapler On Campus 
Ithaca College was selected, 
Sept. 16, 1966, to be the home 
of a new concept in DeMolay. It 
was revealed that the Order will 
establish a college level Chapter 
on the I.C. campus. Gerald Kamp, 
a spokesman for the new organi-
zation, stated that the new 'Chap-
ter will be the start of a world-
wide college level DeMolay pro-
gram. 
The Order of DeMolay is an in-
ternational fraternal organization 
with a current membership of 
five million. The Order seeks fo 
develop character by providing a 
well developed service, social and 
athletic program. Membership in 
the Order is open to all men be-
tween the ages of fourteen and 
twenty one. 
The future chapter is planning 
an active calendar for spring '67 
and for the next school year. 
Some of the scheduled events 
will be: a Coronation Ball, in-
formal weekend dances, marathon 
competitions. and entry in the 
DeMolay Upstream Mississippi 
River Canoe Paddleing Compet.:-
tion. 
Del\folay's not yet contacted, 
and others interested in joining 
the Order, are requested to call 
Gerald Kamp at 3577 or AR 3-
0145 for further information. 
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Independence OinJ JJuDy 4? 
July 4 is a great day in Hammond, Indiana 
and in Ithaca, New York, it was a busy day 
too. People were flocking to the street cor-
ners, straining their necks to see. There was 
a loud noise that could be heard bouncing 
off· the old wooden houses; it became louder 
and more exciting as I watched from the stoop. 
I was hoping it would be a parade or circus. 
But I couldn't see-all these swarming people 
crowding me out. So I pushed and shoved 
my way through and around; I had to see 
what was special in Ithaca for July 4. I was 
a little guy here and new too; I didn't know. 
The crowds at the corner was becoming 
thicker; fire crackers were going off right and 
left. For a moment I forgot my goal and 
waited for the great Drago Bomb to go. I was 
sweating I was so excited-but I got to the· 
corner ... and I saw; I saw the greatest con-
fusion I had ever seen. I raced through the 
end of the crowd to the center of the street. 
There were chairs, books, raincoats, suitcases, 
and records strewn all over the place. Some-
one's high school banner was ca1;1ght on the 
street light. A policeman was funous_ly _blow-
ing his whistle; but the boys kept smgmg. I 
couldn't believe how much noise a parade 
could make or how many things there were 
crowded into the small sportscars. 
I felt an arm on my shoulder. The police-
man pushed by onto the curb. I yelled. I re-
sented not being allowed to see the parade. 
But then, just like a loud firecracker that ex-
ploded, I was struck ... struck almost dumb. 
It wasn't a parade; it wasn't a circus; it wasn't 
even that migrant camp that lived around 
here. It was ... it was Ithaca College moving 
in for their fall semester. I was dumfounded; 
I turned around, tears in my eyes. I couldn't 
believe how it hurt. I didn't get my parade. 
I walked back to the house; I kicked the 
old man's dog; I threw things ... somehow 
the Fourth missed something; it wasn't the 
same with a college starting classes the next 
day. 
I look back on the whole thing now and 
wonder. I had heard things about the college 
when I was young; things I couldn't under-
stand. But this incident will always stick in 
my mind. They said early semesters were 
;good, cause students wouldn't net into a 
''slump" between their Christmas vacations 
and finals. But I can remember hanging around 
the old saloons listening to the big college 
boys talk about spending their Christmas days 
in the library ... I remember how tired the 
kids looked after the change in the schedule. 
The good ol' days the students would say when 
you could catch up before finals. 
I once went hunting up on South Hill. I re-
member the gruesome looks on professors faces 
as they screamed at students, demanded more 
than was humanly possible. I heard teachers 
say that more than enough wasn't enough 
and look with that cold, black stare I used to 
·see out in the mines in Hammond. They say, 
there were a lot of kids that busted out that 
year . . . busted out or died. The teachers 
grew old too soon; even them . . . the old sod 
worn down because they all came back on the 
Fourth; in Hammond it wasn't that way ... 
not at all ... 
Smokey the Bear Os Dead? 
The lthaca.n has devoted a great deal of 
space in many issues of the paper in order to 
report fires and to discuss the problems and 
ramifications of them in the editorials. We 
again concern ourselves with the whole ques-
tion of fire, of safety, and of carelessness. 
The Ithacan reported the Cascadilla fire as 
the second dormitory fire of the year: just a 
year after the tragic Deltasig fire. A week later, 
there was a slight wire fire in the Art Museum 
downtown. While fires make "interesting" 
reading and create quite a stir in light of the 
events for the past year, one of the underlying 
problems to this situation is not as interesting, 
for the finger cannot be pointed at a "lax ad-
ministration"; the finger is pointed at students 
and their actions or inactions that may create 
a dangerous situation. 
Every House Council, in every dormitory, 
has a Fire Warden. But just what does this 
officer do? Maybe he organizes one or two fire 
drills a year to comply with the minimum 
standards required by law. At the. same time, 
there is a fireman who checks on the effi-
ciency of the drill and one who inspects the 
residences periodically. 
But the responsibility for much of the safety 
of the dorms lies not with the administration 
and their building materials), nor with the 
fire inspector ( and his periodic checks and re-
ports), but with the students who might be 
careless. Think before you act ... don't empty 
fire extinguishers for a floor fight; don't ground 
a fire alarm system and rip wires from the 
gongs; don't use decorations for parties that 
arc not fire proof; don't use faulty equipment 
or dried out Christmas trees next month. 
Carelessless is a constant problem which 
brick and inspections cannot prevent. Is 
Smokey the Bear dead? Did you kill him? 
On Wednesday night of last week Donald 
Keene, a noted authority on poetry and 
theatre in Japan, spoke to a group of 29 stu-
dents; teachers, and guests. Fourteen of these 
people were from Ithaca College, fifteen were 
from Cornell or Ithaca High. Yet if it were not 
for our guests there would have been only 
fourteen people ·there to hear one of the finest 
lectures given this year. It is difficult to un-
derstand why only fourteen students were 
ab-le to attend, considering the size of the 
Drama and English Departments. It is also 
difficult to understand why not one mem-
ber of the ab~ve departments deemed it neces-
sary to attend this lecture. 
There have been many cm:nplaints floating 
around this campus from both faculty and 
students alike, that there are not enough op-
portunities to pursue extra curricular intellec-
tual activities, yet only fourteen people, all of 
which were not from this sacred institution's 
Drama or English departments, took the 
time to listen to a most informative lecture. 
Yes, Ithaca College Family you're showing 
yourself as you really are. It really seems a 
pity! 
PGY 
!bots and pieces 
by Susan Lenox 
Did you know that Richard 
Stein will be back tomorrow 
night ... that there are workable 
locks on the complex doors . . . 
that there were ducks in the 
swimming pool . . . that there 
was a slight wire fire in the Art 
Museum . . . that the faculty 
needs this vacation as much as 
we do . ~ . that if he eats opium, 
then he will wear white kid 
gloves ... that Dr. Tesconi's wife 
had a baby boy ... that Wiggles 
is almost as bad as that white 
bulldog ... that last weekend was 
a· real swinger ... that some 
Seniors miss J. B. Mac . . . that 
Aphrodite Scag is still going 
strong after four ... that Woody 
wears white sox to class ... that 
it's open war at Valentine . . . 
that we have a voting machine 
but we didn't use it on this 
round ... that it's OK to have a 
professor cut his own exam, but 
students can't cut the class . . . 
that applications for National De-
fense Loans are available at the 
Treasurer's office . . . that the 
Chutzpah award goes to Scubby 
this year . . . that Florence Ches-
terfield is on her way . . . that 
dorm phones sometimes come 
equipped with alarm clocks . . . 
that the ring's the thing that 
thereby hangs the mole ... that 
Yusi Katoosi ~s back ... that 
Kines. kids weren't prepared for 
the film-,too graphic ... that not 
all the mid-term grades are in 
yet ... that we have mud puddles 
three feet deep; Pi Lam played 
Sir Walter Raleigh ... that man 
holes are equally dangerous . . . 
that evaluations can sometimes 
be foreign ... 
Student Gov't. 
This Week 
· Executive Committee 
Student Services were dis-
cussed quite extensively this 
week. Mr. Light says that bids 
have been asked for the barber 
shop and the laundry services. 
Students will aid in running these 
services when they are put into 
effect. 
The Executive Committee will 
oversee student services and stu-
dent franchises. Applications and 
forms will be in the Student Gov-
ernment office. 
Pi Lambda Chi collected the 
most money for the United Fund. 
Leaders' Group 
Leader's Group met this week, 
and Dean Noun explained the 
history of Ithaca College worJc;ng 
students. He stated that at one 
time from 50 to 55% of the stu-
dents at Ithaca College worked. 
Dean Clarke bas a list of 50 
jobs available on and off campus. 
The only jobs listed now are 
downtown. 
The students in Dorm ·9 will be 
attempting a project whereby 
they will do the janitorial work 
in that dorm for approximately 
$1.25 an hour. 
It was brought up in discussion 
that student government could be 
the, centralizing and policy mak-
ing agency for student employ-
ment on campus. 
The idea of departmental assist-
antships for worthy seniors was 
discussed. This would be bene-
ficial to the department as well 
as to the student. A proposal will 
be submitted to Mr. Lazcano, 
head of the financial aid depart-
ment, on the subject of centraliza-
tion of student job availability 
and senior departmental assis-
tants. The later will be in the 
form of a scholarship based on 
merit and need. 
Student Co11gress 
Executive Committee started 
off another session of Student 
Congress with the report of a suc-
cessful C.C.F.L. Conference, 
M.G.B. ,followed with a clarifi-
cation of the dorm advisors role 
prior to the establishment of a 
house council in the men's dorms. 
They shall be the sole disciplin-
ary -power until the council is 
established. Also, all grievences 
(Continued on pa,go 5) 
!From The Mailroom 
by Stove Schlff~an 
Jeff was very much in love. Her name was Susan and sh,· 
was everything to him. He thought about her constantly, and h,· 
was sure that she was his reason for existence. 
Their relationship was of the kind that might be written 
about in fairy-tales. Nothing was quite like what they had. There 
were others in the world who were in love, but somehow the~L· 
two people were more in love and happier than anyone else in 
the world. 
At night Jeff lay awake waiting for the morning when he 
could see Susan again. He thought about what she looked like 
that afternoon at lunch, and later that night when they said 
good night. She was beautiful he thought and fell asleep night 
after night with her in his mind. 
Susan, too, stayed awake at night ... thinking about Jeff. 
She thought how wise and clever he was; he was strong, yer 
gentle. And she, too, fel asleep with her loved one in mind. 
There weren't words enough to express his true feeling 
towards Susan, thought Jeff. This thing he called "love" wa~ 
a wonderful sensation. He had often wondered what it would be 
like when he fell in love. But when it happened he was so com-
pletely involved that he failed to realize what was taking place. 
Susan thought that love was a wonderful, exciting, stimu-
lating and fantastic experience. She was different from all the 
girls he had ever met, he thought. Her love was r-eal. No matter 
what the other girls said, Susan and Jeff were in love i~ a far 
deeper way. Perhaps no one·would ever know how really m love 
they were. 
\Vhen the two were together it was like a dream. It was as 
if an electric current was between them. It made them more 
aware of each other-they had often talked about this imagin-
ary current-and they knew it was there. They. co~ld sit f~r 
hours, not uttering a word, nevertheless, commumcatmg. Their 
love separated them from anything or anyone in the world. 
They were' in love .and nothing mattered. 
Jeff and Susan were delightfully happy in their unreal 
world. 
The Ithacan will print all letters from Ithaca College students, 
faculty, and administration providing th.at they are signed. Although 
at times we may print letters from other sources, we do not make 
this our practice. . 
The Ithacan respects our readers' opinions and will allow space 
for all to express their opinions provided that they are not libelous, 
slanderous, or directly injurious to a person's or institution's reputa-
tion and/or character. 
All letters become the property of the Ithacan, and we reserve 
the right to refuse to publish lettE:1'3 submitted to us. 
Lehigh Train 
Dear Editor: 
Next season the Ithaca College 
Bomber Football team opens its 
season against a new team from 
Lehigh University in Bethlehem, 
Penn. It has · been suggested to 
members of the Egbert Union Ad-
ministration that they sponsor a 
train to this game. It would have 
to 'he at least . three cars in 
length and would probably have 
a mail car for dancing on the 
way down. A copy of this letter 
has been sent to the Editor of 
the Brown and White, Lehigh's 
school paper to find out of Le-
high would be interested in hav-
ing some social gatherings for us. 
In order for the union adminis-
tration to act on a project of this 
nature I am requesting that any 
student who feels this is a worthy 
project for them to include in 
next years social calendar please 
write me care of the Ithacan. 
Sincerely, 
Paul Graham Yorkis 
WGB 
Dear Editor, 
As a former member of Wo-
men's Governing Board, I was 
pleased to observe (through 
Louise Race's article) that all oc-
cupants of positions on the Board 
are not thought of as truculent, 
whip-wielding ogres who enjoy 
torturing the rest of the student 
body. 
Regardless of extensive efforts, 
there is still a large gap between 
W.G.B. and the remainder of the 
women on campus. I do think, 
however, that it is a mistaken 
assumption on Miss Race's part 
that last year's spirited election 
was the cause of the split. As in 
any campaign, a bit of animosity 
existed between the two factions 
at the time, but I am sure that 
each girl elected was , mature 
enough to delete any "party loyal-
ty" in order to advance the posi-
tion of the Ithaca college woman. 
Also, each party had a platform 
strong enough to support itself 
without having to undermine the 
convictions of its opponent. 
At the present time, the wo-
men of this college have un-
paralled opportunities in their 
reach. This year's Women's Gov-
erning Board is the most active, 
open-minded, and creative one 
that I.e. has ever possessed. It is 
unfortunate, however, that a po-
tentially powerful organization 
has such a apathetic group of 
women with which to work. For 
the first time in the history of 
the college, a questionnaire was 
distributed to excise opinions on 
the much, disputed subject of cur-
fews. How many responded? Only 
thirty percent filled out the form. 
The rest obviously could not be 
bothered to perform such a trucing 
feat. However, I can almost guar-
antee that over 30 percent will 
boisterously object if curfews re-
main the same. 
Apathy? Lazy would be a more 
appropriate nomenclature. ''Wo-
men of the world,. unite!". is a 
cliche that could easily apply if 
it weren't for the overwhelming, 
impassive 70 percent. To our situ-
ation-"Women of I.C.-W AKE 
UP!" 
Sue Bergholtz 
Dean Clarke1s office has announced that 
all students who plan to commute or work for 
their meals next semester must get their ex-
cuses from the Dean of Students office before 
the close of the fall semester. 
!BOOK IRlEVUrEW 
The Kama Sutra of Vatsyayana is a classic study of Hindu 
love and social conduct which,may be approached in one of two 
1\ ays. Since the main body of the book deals primarily and 
rather explicitly with sexual union and all aspects of male-female 
relationships, it is easy to understand that this book will be rca<l 
for a variety of purposes. If one is to skip the introduction and 
read it strictly from a Western point of vic11, giving little or nu 
thought to its origins, then The Kama Sutra can be said to he 
one of the most erotic pieces of literature ever written. It ,~ 
hoped, however, that the majority of readers will be able to ap-
proach this treatise from a more mature level. 
Using this text as a supplement to other texts on the history 
of India and Indian thought, the student 1s able to gain much 
knowledge about the development of Hindu customs and other 
sociological events. The introduction itself is so well-written and 
informative that no one should ignore it~ ;1gnificancc. Besides 
purring The Ka'llla, Sutra into the proper framework and per-
spective for reading, it alsolgives quite an ,might into Indian and 
Hindu philosophy. 
Tlze Kama Sutra deserves greater recogn1t10n in the \Vest 
th.,n it has previously received. It is a frank, candid and ama,-
ingly .fast reading from start to fini~h. In writing about Vat-
,y:iyana's book, John \V. Spellman in his introduction says, 
·'There is no vulgarity in what he ha, 11T1tten, nor should there 
be in what you read. Vatsyayana 11 as emmently a moralist, 
1,hcthcr or not one agrees ;with what he has to say. Probably the 
must ancient marriage manual in existence is now in your hand~. 
You cannot but be impressed, in spite of his magical charms 
ur naivete, with his understanding of human nature and the 
Jpplicability of what is said to modern times." 
j.b. 
\Veil people we 
recover rapidly from 
. . . . . . please! 
don't have any poems ....... please 
your mid-terms and start writing us again 
The following is reprinted from T/z{' Se,~· Republic Septem-
ber 17, 1966. 
\\"HO PUT THAT SPOKES'.\·IAN IN :vIY WHEEL? 
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M©VDlE IRlEVDIEW ! Corne// Drama 
by Richard Gerdau 
ITHACA THEATl·.R: O/da/trn11a-Rodgt·r\ ., 11 d llanunn~rcin·, By Paul Graham Yorkis 
musical hack for a ~ecund (or 1, 11 rh11d' J ru11 , ·1 hl' Coinl'II l!rnit·rsit\ Th,·:,t1< \ ptr,dun:on ,,1 ·\nn [elli-
STATE THEATER: T/11: l.1quu/atu1-Tlw latc·,t 111 the almosrlcoe\ Thr A"nad·. \\as 111 C1llt' \\111cl--1t1rd,k The prwl11ct1un, 111 
weekly Bond 1m1tato1, b11t hy 110,\ tlw rlurm h;is worn thin ·/2,<'lll'r,il, ,·0111,111,ed 11111n1,1;_,;111at11,· d11,·cr1rn1, ,·,trL"nwh l""'r ;in-
s'"l'I>ANI-) '!'Hl·.·./\·1·1:.1> '/'/ 1· 111(! and lauln· cha1an1·11/,,llrn1 • \. , It' • r,r/1111,· (.',,1J!c1,· ( set· hl'lo,\) ' · 
Thl' plor rt"\'ol\'I cl ar1111ncl th,· 111 rk and ,111 cr/1111trv girl 
l'l•.l\,JPLE THEATER· T/11 ldnl (,1·t· ill'lrl\\ l ,dw com,·, 111 the h1g c11,. l.011clr,n, ;!11d ('lid, up \\fill thlLT of the 
Before we get mvolved wnh thl' do,iiiroi,n lilm, tlus week, 11'.<»t diH·r,1f1ed main 111 t<J\111 .\fter a fr('n1.1cd .,11rl f11nnL bl! 
It is necessary to pomt our two \\'orth\\'hill' ",·,tr.is·· Tonight ol g1rl-chas1ng hy t1\11 "' tlw tlir«· mt·n, the Jl""' !11 tit- cou11tr~ 
111 the Union Rec. Room, F U.B. i, ,crcenin/.! J'r,ni· Richaid~on\. girl rh111k~ ,hl' ha, h,·,·11 1.qwd 111 the l'nd rh,· ,11_1 .,nd gc·11tl<' 
mo<lcrn classic, T,n 11 J, 1111 , ... Fndai· and <atuid.; 1 rhc· Cornell ,ehoo!tcachn l\J1L' 1,1m till' l1,1nd r,I thl' c111111111 !.!lrl '"'L'l thl' 
Univer,iry Theater will he pic·,c·nt,-ng .\·,,;,,,rl) fr'<i.·,·ri (; 0 ,,tfhyc,; till' dforr, of till' g11!.-'.·h.JS1·1 \l1ss l,_ll1t· 11 , p,.,1,.d,h- \\<11dd han· 
the Canadian film about 1,-c11.1uc·r~ 1,hich Oill'll<"C! r" rrii··n; been sick ii ,hl' s:11,· 111111,rl.l\ >11!.!hl, p1r,rl11< 11,,11 
" ' " ·" ' ·1· I I I II I I . critical praise 111 i\e11 York la~t 1e;1r. Both 1hnc film~ an· 111:11 1 0 L"n'. tH· lllan" 1" ,·:1 11'""'1 ' i;,d 11c "k11,llk' :is pl.11l'd hy 
worth\' of attention, ;ind 11ho kn,m, \\hl'n tl 11: 1 ·11 hl' :irorind lbrry Pinb,\\lt/, i,:,, 11 ·1 111 1,1\,, ,-r11cl,· ,,nd :1111.11,·11r1Sh '\ot onh 
again? A 11 urcl ro the 11 i,l'.. · 
1
1,as h1~ pl11sll'al .<pJH',11.111,·, .11'.cl 111<>\l·t11,·111 th:rd 1.11, h11r h;, 
Director Billy \Vdder (T/i,· :lpart11,,·1u, .')',u11,· l.z/..·, ft 1/,,!.:manncrul ,p,·,,h st ·1·m,·d ,h:ld.,11 \!, l'1r,:,,1111t/ :,l,11 la,k<d a111· 
On<'-Tcoo-Thr,·,·, Irma I.a !J,, 11 ,,,) ha, gi,·cn Amenc:i ,om,· "I dl'grl'l' <>! l·11gl1Sh acn·111 Ir" 11111<>ri1111;11,· 111.11 ,11,li :, demand-
its hest c·omccly La~t 1 ,·;ir hl' turnL"d ,, 11 r thl' inciedihh- had i mg h,11 111"il-1H1tt,·11 p.111 1,.1, .,r11·1n1111·d hi ,11t·h :, l'""I actor 
Kus JI,· Stupui, but wc·'rl' all enlirled r11 1111c· mi,takc, and-thar\ .\lli,·d (; 111 1.!0 1d m.id, ., 1, :1·,C111alil, ,1111111p1 111 111as1,:r thl' 
all he made The Fort 11111· Cnrdcil', h 1~ latv,t fillll, 1, :, plca,anr. gentle; naive·: and easd~ 1111~k-d p.1r1 .,f <.. ",,1111, thl' ,chool-tl'ac!H'r 
rL'CO\'e:y, _just one ,tep helcm· hi, be~t work '1 \Ir ('.lllgold, ~11ghr lrndd, ('lldlt·<,s ('ll(·lg_, and ()('l'.1s1<1llal 1mag1-
\\·ddcr, and co-,crecnw11te1 I. :\. L. D1am1,nd ha \'l' lll\'llh L"d na~I\ <. hii of hu"lm·,, ,il111C1'1 ""'I ca111c rln· b,·k ol pr,u1 char;1c-
J .1ck l.emmo11 and \Valtcr \latrhat1 (rwo e:-..u,·mdv fun111 menJ tt·nza~ion. 
111 a comedy that makt.:~ a r.tthe1 proluu11d ,tatcm~nr on ;11odcn1; '.\:till:, ;is i'"1lr,l_\l'd h: l-.l.11111 · I· li:1,rn1. \\,1, _111,t a hit ~"" 
:\menca. \\'e all love money, and most of u, 11dl do :1111·th11wlllluch. lier lligln_i lll<>lt'llH'llt, ,qu,Tk1 1 <>1n· :111d 1:llnL'd crying 
lo get it Jack Lemmon is ·.1 rclev1~1on c;rn1c·rama11 11h11,' 1,hil;: 11·1·1c ' 111111 1.1 111 " ' '' 1·1d" 11 l'_ (;(l(,d d1rcTt 1011 hy Richard C. Shank 
film111g a Bro1\n's football game, get, knocked du,111 . He ,ulfcr, I could h,1 1·1· IH'lp"d \11" l-.1111,"11. hut 1111f11rru11atL·h she ~<'L'ITIC'ct 
mmor mjuries, hut certainly nothmg ~L'11ous. 111~ hnJther-m-la1Y.' ro be :II 11 di 1' hd,· 011 ,rage· . . . . 
'"\\'h1pla,h \Vdlic" Gingrich ( \\"alrn \latthau) hm\L'\·er, ha~ 1 Ir lllt1~t he ,aid, 111 all ta1rne~~. that I 1moth~ I l1ck,, a, I om, 
plans. \Villic 1s set to play one of Alllenca's lal'onte i11door I prevcntl'd an ,·,t1l'mel::, poor ,h<I\\ from hc1ng 1ntokrahlc. :'\1-
sports, swmdle-the-lllsurancc-company. [\Vdlic feels he\ morally:though \Ii lln·k, ~taii,·d ofl ·1 ill! too 1mancly. he _turned out 
justified because the insurance companies have more money than to he rlw 111"' t '' 11 !!.·1/!. 111 g pcifoinll'r of the _c 1·c111t:,/.!· I-11, _excellent 
they can handle. It wouldn't hurt th~m to float )'i200,000 of it ,en,c of liming ;ind p;icing, hi~ e:-..trcmcl)_' 111vcnt1_vc busmess and 
his way.J He is at work immediately, convmcing the compara- gclleral P01st' \\l"IT well 11 " 1rh sccmg. It 1s truly mfortunate that 
tively innocent Lemmon, that his accident can be turned int" 1 lu, fellow caS t n~emher, ,icre not ahlc to meet their assigned_ tasks. 
an underhanded fortune. .-\nne :\. C,1h,1>11, ,n·111c and l1ght1ng dvs1gncr, provided a 
Usually agile Lemmon ,pends most of the movie 111 a cast. lllo,t 1magmat1ve a11d i,01kahl~· ~L'ttmg. Ir was nor as enlighten-
Even though he 1s handicapped, his performance 1s ,upenor. 111 /!. as some ~_l't, ,ccn " 11 thl' Cornell ,ragv hut perhaps the play 
l'vlatthau is even better. He sneers, swindle,, ,lop,, and slides h1, dema~ded thi,,. . . . . 
way from seedy suits to silver. [Fresh from his Broadway per- Cornrll l 1 n1vn,1t: I hearrc could nor handle rh1s productwn 
formance 111 The Odd Couple, Matthau (used to minor roles) has Ir will he 111 ~':;es~i_n,g 10 see if_thc} aic ah.le to )1,a 1~dle 1he1:. ~ext 
made hunself a sought after cinema com1c.J He is so good, we 12roduction, '/ n,· l rag,·dy "-' A. 111 g Rz,·lzar{! th,· l l11 nl by\\ dl1am 
almost don't appreciate Lemmon. But 1t takes more than one Shakespeare . 
man, no matter how talented, to make a good movie. In this 
case there 1vere four: :Vlatthau, Lemmon, \Vilder, and Diamond. 
They have taken a cynical look at the contemporary scene, and 
--------------- -------
Student Congress j ~can Clarke, this situation is_ be-
(Conti,rncd i,-0111 1,"fl" ; ) · mg cleared up as soon as possible. 
I sing of a man whose last name cannot be rc1·caled 
reasons, but his first name is Timothy, 
turned it into a small fortune of laughs. "Cookie" only crumbles 
near the end when it bcµ;ms getting too ~eriou,, and too long. 
for obi·iom The Idol (with the much over-rated \l1chael Parks) fall, 
concerning the dorms (repairs,: Saga and the grievance commit-
ctc.) shoud be taken lo the ad- tee arc still trying to provide a 
1·isor. workable solution to the problem 
W.G.B. is looking into the of the Jong lines and the crowded 
possibility of a Junior girl's conditions in the dining halls. 
Honor Dorm and a Junior P.T. The Executive Committee will 
Dorm, with Honor Dorm privi- take up the question of paying 
:\nd to his wife I extend my 1.ympathy. 
Indeed I am surprised that she has· not 
seizure, 
from the begmning. In comedies such as The For/1011: Coo!n'I'. 
characters must be oYer~tatcd. In drama ( pretend111g to be re-
alistic) overstaternen t i, uncalled for. The characters 111 The 
yet succumbed to a Idol arc so overdone it becomes laughable. \\'e Imel the struggling ledges. for meals that you don't cat. 
But she remains placid even when he ingests her hand 
believing it to be milk of magnesia. 
artist, arrogant, and loved by all. He encounters the snob di-
lotion vorcee,'her mama's boy and an innocent girl comrade. The dia-
Congrc~s has Sl.417 68 in it's Kext year's orientation com-
lrcasury. mittce chairman is Congressman 
He can't distinguish the bathmats from the towels, 
.-\nd on many 'a morn he brushes his teeth with shaving 
and smears toothpaste on his jowcls. 
logue is as trite as the characters. 
l\·Iatthau in the pursuit of money is more artful than Parks 
in the pursuit of art. Ah, but perhaps it's unfair for me to com-
cream ment on The Idol-I onh· saw half of 1r ... c1 en that \\'as more 
The grievance committee re-
1 
Dieter Scherer. 
ported that the mail system has . Congress adopted a new by-law 
been headed by many different: which outlines the correct pro-
people, 1vhich accounts for much I cedurc for the formatwn of new 
of the confusion According to· clubs. 
\\'here most wives would create one more scene she creates one 
less scene 
\\'hen after forty years of cross-word puzzling he still doesn't 
know an csne from an Essene. 
In political arguments he is apt to confirm \Iarx when attempt-
ing to refute Marx, 
:\nd when touring he is either getting arrested because he mi,-
takcs the route marks for the speed limit notices or getting 
lost because he mistakes the speed limit notices for route 
marks. 
than I could stand. -
Activities Ountsi<dle lithaca CColilitege 
Pass Fail at U of R 60 students), l\lasterpicccs of I amendments of the U.S. Consti- cau,e St udcnt Center policy does 
l\lore than one out of three European Literature (50 stu-1 tution and that standards for the ! not pnn idp "for th;s type of 
undergraduates in the University dents), American Intellectual His-, act arc "capricious and vague." I thing:· according to the student. 
of Rochester's College of Arts tory (45 students), and General I One of the p'.amtiffs. student Washburn aho quoted Harris 
and Sc:cnce used the College's Biology (45 students). ! :\11chacl Snyder. president of the as ,a~ 111g. "If you were going to 
new "satisfactory-fail" option in Students enrolled in more than Chicago C.rcle Humanists Club,. talk about something like the 
1-1,· believes that Beirut is a variant spelling of Bayreuth, 
:\nd he doesn't know whether Iran or Iraq held the tent 
Omar the poet. 
choosing their courses in the 130 different courses in 34 f:elds said he is "positil(! of a favorable Democratic Party, they would let 
spring semester of 1966, accord- on an ungraded basis. (Cnlike the decision .. His optimism, he said,· you do 1t .. Harns IatC'r said he 
of ing to a report relcao;cd by the situation here, freshmen at 1s based on Iec!al pn'ccdent in made th£' ,tatement farct10usly, 
largest academic unit of the Uni- Princeton University, which in-· similar ca,p, .n '.\e11 York and but aclcled that 1f a speake1 were 
vcrsity. troduced a similar system last, California. to talk about non-contro\'ersial lfr cannot tell you whether _Jakarta rules Ill Sukarno or Sukarno 
rules in Jakarta, The new system permits under- year, showed less mclinat:on to i Snyder ad<kd that D1sk111 has ,ubJL·et,. there 1,ould hp no 
:\nd he has a Yague idea that the Parthenon is situated 
Sparta. 
graduates in the College of Arts take an ungraded course than I been inl'itcd to speak on campus chancc of 1·;01cnre. and there-
111 and sc:cnce to take one course other students, according to an I as soon a, the case is \\On. fore special prL•cautJOn, 11ould he 
Although I cannot reveal Timothy's last name you must by 
now have hit on his profession a, a matter of course: 
lit: 1s quoted daily in the press as a Highly-placed Authoritative 
Source. 
O,gden Nash 
Musical Notes 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF '.\11.'SIC 
· RECITAL 
Kathleen Skalka, piano 
Prelude and Fugue V in D Major 
The Well-Tempered Clavier, Vol. 
Sonata in E flat Major, Op. 7 
Etude in F minor, Op. 25, No. 2 
Etudc in F Major, Op. 25, No 3 
'.\fouvcments Pcrpetuels ( 1918) 
Toccata, from Trois Pieces ( 1928) 
FORD AUDITORIUl\.1 
Friday, November 18, 196(, 
4:00 P.M. 
Bach 
Beethoven 
Chopin 
Chopin 
Poulenc 
Poulenc 
in which they receive no grade article in The New York Times. ----- --- unnecessary 
except "satisfactory" or "fail." At Princeton about three-quarters· The adn11111,lratwn·~ rdusal of Harris had d1scu"C'd \Vash-
According to figu1;cs released. 304 of the undergraduates elected an 1 .i student', n•quest to deliver a burn·~ request \\ 1th \'1cC' Prcsi-
frcshmen, 277 sophomores, 211 ungraded course.) I socialist talk at the lin:\'ersity of dent for Student Affair, Hobert 
juniors, and 169 seniors elected Under the new system. stu-: Kentucky ma:, precipitate a free .Johnson. 1, ho said that ,ontro1·er-
to take an ungraded course. dents may takP one com:se on an: speech control'l'rsy there ~ial discussions would mean more 
These represented 36<;;. of the ungraded basis each semester; Brad \\"ashburn. a mcmber of to thl' campu, if put in an ··cduca-
frcshmen, 36'1c of the sopho- however. they cannot take a campus Students for a Demo- t 1onal contC',t .' an<! that such 
mores, 42% of the juniors, and course in their major field of cratic Society <SDS). tried to ob- ,p<'L·clws should be presented :n 
39<;;. of the seniors in the College study on this basis. . lain permission during the wPek thl' "frame11·ork of int<>llic!ent dis-
of Arts and Science. _____ of September 25. to spC'ak m the cu,swn " 
The new system was init:ated I campus Student CPnl<'r, but build- Jteactrng ,ironL'.1:, to Johnson's 
on this campus as a means of Free Speech : 111g director Frnnk Ilarr:s de- n·marks. the collP~C nPwspapcr 
reducing the pressure for grades Students and faculty at the; layed the request until the Stu- cclltor \\'alll'r <~rant wrote', ··ob. 
and encouraging students to ex- University of IIJ:nois have taken . dent Center Fon11n Committee v10u,ly on£' 11 ill tl'nd to t hmk 
plorc a wider range of subjects. their frep speech contro,·crs:,· to i could draw up g111LklmPs for ICIC'a, 1, 1th which hP agrPcs arc 
The option was adopted after court spc•akers. 111tPll1L'.,·n! ,me! thosP !1c opposes 
faculty and undergraduate com- Two students and 21 faculty D1rcclor Harn, ,aid \\'ash- ,ll"c not· 
mittces had studied similar plans mcmbPrs await final action this. burn·s spc•eeh wa, dC'layL·d unt 11 "If the ,11lmi11,,trat1,,n. and :\Ir. 
on other campuses. month on a suit filed after a the rollc'ge could "pr<'pan, for llarns p.1rt1cularh· 11,'rc' rntPr· 
The fields which enrolled the nwmbcr of the Communist Party, ,uch occa,1ons" Ile added that ,·,ll'cl on!:,· 111 \\·a,hburn's safety 
largest number of undergraduates Louis Diskin. was prohibited· the speech could rpsult 111 ph:,·si- IP 11.~ht of thl' rL'l'('llt trouble on 
on the "satisfactory-fail" opt:on, from speak:ng on the Chicago cal violence. sincc' only two weeks campus. tlw:, had hu! to call the 
according to the report, were I campus last March ago students caused a near r:ot campus police .. th£' C'd1tor con. 
English. foreign and comparative l The plaintiffs brought charges. wlwn SDS operated a booth in t111ued. 
literature, history, mathematics, aga111st the Uni\ ersity Board of the Student Center. l"rPcdom of ,pl'cch ,•,1,ts on 
and philosophy. Trustees. two l'nin•rsity \'ice \\"ashburn had contactPd Harri, c,11npu,. liecatb<' no student has 
The individual courses most presidents and the Clabaugh Act. because C\'Cllls in the Student (; rant said Thi' n1'\\ ,paper chal-
frequcntly selected on this basis The 1947 Clabaugh Act pro- Center must be coordinal<•d tric'd tu e,tcnd 11 to its lim:ts, 
were pr:marily in the humanities; I hibits "subversive•. seditious or through a central office. lengeci the' facult:,· and students 
the top five were English and un-Ameri'can" speakers from ad- Harris mitially agrPcd to Wash- throug-h studPnt government or 
American Masterpieces (elected I vocat:ng their causes on the Cni- i hurn's request to spPak. \Vasb- the picket line to show the ad-
by 60 students on an ungraded I \'Crsity of Illinois campus. i burn said, but later decided to ministration lhPy would "tolerate 
basis), Archtypes, a comparative The suit charges that the Act: dcla:,· it. Harris told Washburn no less than complete freedom of 
literature course (also elected by violates the first and fourteenth the speech was postponed be- expression." 
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Dating Lounge lo 
~eopen Tomorrow Greek Highlights Stennbeck Oveir Shakespeaire JFoir Coh1mlbia f iroslln 
by M. A. Farber Rho Mu Theta -, Sigma Alpha Nu and conflict in reservations we 
While ~cholars are arguing mis,ions at Columbia College, Games Provided Ithaca College's vanguard in Tomorrow night, the highlight have to cancel the plans. We still 
whether Shakespeare wrote explained that applicants to the· physics and vice-pres:dent of Rho of the fall semester, Sanny's an- hope to plan a trip such as this 
I b. c 11 colle,,"e, wh·ich 1·s the undergrad- The dating lounge will open Mu, Eric Muller, a senior lab tech- nual dance, will take place. The Shakespeare, Co um w O ege during Spring Vacation or inter. 
freshmen are burying the Bard. uate liberal arts division of the Fnday, November 18 at 7:00 p.m. nician of I.C.'s speech and hear- Mojos are featured. They were 
A Columbia study comparing university, have been asked since on the 14th floor of the west ing clinic, was sent to Cleveland, one of the three bands that session next year. If any student 
the reading preferences of sue- 1958 to give their last year's tower. The lounge contains a Ohio, this past week. Brother played at Shindig last year and has any ideas on where he would 
ccssful applicants to the college reading preferences. television, an AM-FM radio, and a Eric was sponsored as a represen- also played at several of Sigma like to spend a vacation please 
In 1958 and 1966 discloses not The dean, questioned about let us know dancing and a lounging area. Ac- tativc of the college. Al h N ' · k d · only that Shakespeare has been Shakespeare's decline, suggested P a us sprmg wee en 
displaced by John Steinbeck as that perhaps the playwright is cording to Helen H. Hood, Dean He attended research seminars parties. Beer will be on tap. The r-------------... 
top favorite of the incoming stu- now being read earlier in high of Wqmen, it is hoped that vend- in Human Acoustics at B & K blast starts at 9:00 and continues RUSSELL'S ~·II 
dents, but that he has been re- school and is therefore unlisted ing machines and pop-corn pop- Instruments Inc., specialists in until midnight. Admission is 75¢ 
duced to a ninth-spot tic with F. on the college applications of pers can be installed. sound vibration and data analy- stag, and $1.25 drag. In addition SERVICE 
Scott Fitz0ncrald. recent years. F n, D Seven foot tall Christmas trees sis instrumentation. to the· Mojos, Richard Stein will As frontrunner in 1958, Shakes- '. vv. upec, a professor of STATION 
peare was tapped as enjoyable English at the college and a will be given away free to any Congratulations to Brother Bud be back once again. Don't miss 211 W. STATE ST. 
reading by 25 per cent of the foundmg editor of The Partisan dorm requesting one from the Shaver and pledge Dan Zeichner him! 
h·i,,"h school scn·101·s then admitted Review, said "there's absolutely p 1· rr1· b fo Th k · · th Eu B s· Al h N tf 11 - roper 1es o cc e re an s- on wmnmg e . . . scavanger 1gma p a. u regre u y an-
1 to the Colle,,"e. This vear he was no doubt" that the study re-
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
, giving vacation. The trees must hunt. They managed to find 27 nounces that it will not be able to I 
cited by only 9 per cent of the fleeted students' increased seri-
700 eventual members of the ousness. be picked up Wednesday, Novem- out of 36 items. They are now the sponsor the Florida vacation dur- Open 24 Hours-7 Days 
class of l970. Rc11rintcd from ''New York ber 20th at 4:00 p.m. outside of proud owners of two Beach Boy ing the coming intersession. Due· 273-3711 
Though his plunge was the Times" of October 80, 1966. dorm 3. Concert tickets and Cold ears! to the shortness of this semester, I 
deepest, the Elizabethan was 
hardly the only author to fall 
from the teen-agers' grace. 
Also plummeting, in what 
seemed to be a revolt against 
the British, were Charles Dick-
ens, H. G. Wells and George Ber-
nard Shaw. Even Homer, another 
writer whose identity bas been 
questioned for centuries by aca-
demicians, slipped from his liter-
ary pedestal. 
"Conspicuously absent from 
the class of 1970's list of favorites 
were formerly well-liked authors 
such as Machiavelli, Jane Austen, 
Plato, D. H. Lawrence and Eu-
gene O'Neill," the study notes. 
The writers hailed most fre-
quently by the recent class in-
clude-beside Steinbeck, with 23 
per cent-Albert Camus, Ernest 
Hemingway, J. D. Salinger, Feo-
dor Dostoyevsky, James Joyce I 
and Sinclair Lewis, in descending 
order. :'.\lost of them also appear-
ed among the top seven chosen 
by the earlier class. I 
The most dramatic rise in · 
popularity-from 2 per cent to 
18 per cent-was achieved by 
Camus, the French existentialisl 
_ who died in an automobile acci-
dent in 1960 after establishing his: 
reputation with such books as , 
"The Fall" and ·'The Rebel." I 
Camus·s slim novel "The 
Stranger," published in 1942, was 
mentioned by many of the new ' 
students, as were Aldous Hux- · 
Jey's "Brave New \Vorld," Hem-
ingway's "A Farewell to Arms" ! 
and Joyce's "Portrait of the Ar-' 
tist as a Young Man." : 
Eight years ago, the volumes ! 
receiving widespread endorse- ! 
ment were headed by Lewis's 
"Arrowsmith," Dostoyevsky's 
"Crime and Punishment" and · 
Shakespeare's "Macbeth." 
The study, released last week 
by Columbia's Office of College 
Relations, also compared the 
magazines read regularly by the 
enteri~g classes in 1958 and 1966. 
Though mass news periodicals . 
led , the list in both years, sub- · 
stantial gains were made by sev- 1 
eral smaller-circulation iournals. , 
The New Republic, a liberal, 
weekly, climbed from 2 per cent ! 
to 15 per cent; The Saturday Re- , 
view, from 4 to 14 per cent, and . 
the New Yorker, from 10 to 21 ' 
per cent. 
Only one newspaper, The New 
York Times, was "widely read," 
the study said. Two-thirds of the 
class of 1970 listed it, though 40 
per cent of the class came from 
states outside the Middle Atlantic 
area or from abroad. 
Dr. Harry Coleman, dean of ad-
"lr1u11rlkey !Oe~oghfr 
A Pilgrim Recipe--1621 
Take one dead turkey-pluck it 
and clean it. 
Put turkey in outdoor oven for 
two hours. 
Baste turkey now and then 
thusley: 
1 puncheon of Scotch 
1 butt of Rum 
1 firken of Gin 
1 flagon of Brandy 
When it is done, give turkey 
to favorite Indian and drink 
gravcy. 
Charles H. Potter 
Subway Alumnus 
1"''. _,, .......... .. 
, __ 
l 
Friday Night 
t 
............... 
SDGMA ALPHA NU 
presents 
RICHARD STEIN 
The Mojos & Schlitz 
1. 
' 
s. 
4. 
You cari be ~ure if its Westinghouse·@ 
STUDENT UNION IBUBLDING 
OTHACA11 N. Y. 
Rec. Room 
We asked Westinghouse 
to send us study aids 
for serious students. 
So what did they 
send us? 
Portable phonographs! 
Pint sized tape recQrders! 
Clock radios that wake 
you up to trug music! 
Study aids? 
1. This is a 10 pound battery operated or 
plug in portable phonograph. It's the new 
Westinghouse Solid State, 4-speed auto-
matic. Plays anything, anywhere: lan-
guage records at jam sessions. Or the 
Frug at cram sessions. Some study aid! 
Model 135AC-$59.95. 
2. For the student who has nothing: a 
high intensity lamp, a clock and a radio 
all in one. The alarm gizmo works with a 
buzzer or the radio. The lamp is dandy 
for needlepoint. And the clock keeps 
time. Its name is Lumina. Model 974XL-
$49.95. 
3. You too can be a secret agent with 
this battery power~d. highly portable tape 
recorder. It has an uncanny stow-away 
mike that makes it indispensable for_ 
those eight o'clocks when note taking isa 
physical and mental impossibility. Model 
27Rl-$29.95. 
4. The Westinghouse Space Maker Clock 
Radio was designed for the average enor-
mous college room. It's only 7 inches 
wide, fits on a cluttered night table and 
gets you up to music, or a heartbreaking 
buzzer. Model 215L5-$33.95. 
S. This is a tiny travel alarm clock-radio 
that folds up flat and fits into an over 
· stuffed suitcase. And just so you'll never 
miss it, it has a metal plate for your ini-
tials or name. irs the ideal study aid to 
take home for the holidays. Model 968PL 
-$29.95. 
I 
(' 
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University of Wisconsin Professor Finds Jimothw le@ll'\'f (!11~ «'.:@!J'll'ilel~ MllilHW®li~ity 
Student-made Exams Helpful Study Aiol by Paulett E. Creyke 
A good way for teachers to en-
courage students to review for 
exams is to have them submit 
questions which might appear on 
the exam. That's the conclusion 
reached by a University of Wis-
consin psychology professor who 
has analyzed the difference be-
tween student and teacher-
constructed exams. 
H Brutus Did It-
So Can You. 
Go To The 
Forum 
Monday 7:30 
Rec Room 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
L,\IWE ltECORD COLLECTI0:-1 -
7tl RP:"ll (4000-5000), conaiatin~ or 
t:oodman. ArmstronJ;:-.• Jellyroll Morton. 
Count Busie, plu'i many othcrR \Voulcl 
likt• a bid on C'ntirc- collcct10n (no 
hrc•uktlo,,ns). \Viii u<·<:ept n fo1r bul. 
. \ny mtt·n~Htc>d partif'H rnn contact me 
ut Z7,)·7&62. 
"Student participation in the 
construction of a multiple-choice 
exam results in better test per-
formance," Prof. Albert R. Mars-
ton has found, "although the aver-
age grades of participants are 
only slightly higher than those of 
non-participating students." 
Participants improved their 
grades about five per cent over 
those of non-participants, he ex-
plained. 
Prof. Marston reported that the 
review technique was used in a 
psychology course with 278 stu-
dents. All took a six-week's ex-
amination composed of multiple-
choice questions constructed by 
Marston. A few weeks later, at 
mid-term, about a third of the 
students handed in multiple-
choice questions, from which 
Marston prepared a student-
constructed exam. 
Of the 68 students who turned 
in questions, 37 had one or more 
of their questions appear on the 
exam. All students who prepared 
questions took the student-
constructed exam. Half of the 
non-participants took the student 
exam, while the remaining stu-
dents took an exam prepared by 
Prof. Marston. This allowed Mars-
11Your Electronics Supermarket11 
1201 Dryden Rd.· Ithaca 
By N.Y.S._ Electric & Gas Co. 
Connie Lou 
Horvath 
Let Connie Lou Horvath 
Ithaca College '67 
help you with your gift 
sele-ctions at 
ALTMAN & GREEN 
Jewelers 
Frank Hammer, Successor 
144 E. State St. - - AR 2-1810 
OPEN FRIDAYS Till 9 P.M. 
CLOTHIERS 
Frank Hammer 
WEEKEND JACKET S.AlfE f 
The popular looks of Westerns, Ponderosas, Plaids in 
cotton suede, scrub denim-all warmly lined with sherpa 
Group I 
Regular to $15 
Now$9 
Group II 
Regular to $19.95 
Now $13 
SPIECOAL!!Y 
Zip-out Lined Benchwarmers lettered with "ffifACA" 
FREE I 
Regular $25 - Now $19 
ton to check any differences in 
difficulty between the two tests. 
The result? Student and 
teacher-constructed exams were 
equally difficult; yet the students 
who helped write the exam did 
better than did those who had 
not prepared test questions. 
"The practice of constructing 
test questions before taking an 
exam is like having you_r own 
teaching machine," Marston ex-
plained. He advises college pro-
fessors to have students partici-
pate in constructing multiple-
choice exams. Thus, he theorizes, 
student participation: _ 
May improve exam content. 
Acquaint students with the 
difficulties involved in con-
structing multiple - choice 
questions. 
Helps students prepare for 
the exam. 
Future research into student 
participation in exam construc-
tion should include a group sub-
mitting questions but taking a 
teacher-constructed ex:im, the 
Wisconsin researcher noted. 
The Worcester Festival began 
at major musical conventions 
held in Worcester, Mass., in 1859 . 
Since then 107 Festivals have 
been held, almost always in the 
fall, featuring 'major perform-
ances by the Worcester Chorus 
and top-ranking internationally 
acclaimed musicians. 
Quality 
Custom Framing 
Dry mounting - Picture 
Rentals - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Catalogues Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
<> 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
<> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Repair Lamps, 
Small Appliances, 
Duplicate Keys 
<> 
JDM'S IFO:X-U'II" SHOP 
219 N. Aurora St. 
272-1820 
"Who is God?," asked Timothy 
Leary. "I am God_ You are God-
within your realm of divinity_" 
The reaffirmation of the di-
vinity of the individual is tlie 
central idea of Leary's religion. 
The sacrament of this new re-
ligion, Leary said, is psychedelic 
drugs. 
In his lecture, Leary discussed 
factors involved in establishing 
a new religion. One of these 
factors is a new sacrament. 
Leary is asking that the priest 
of his religion be allowed to deal 
with psychedelic drugs - for use 
as a sacrament. Catholic priests 
were allowed to deal with a for-
bidden drug during the prohibi-
tion era, he pointed out. 
Leary believes that whatever is 
outside the body can be subject 
to governmental control, but 
whatever is in the body is con-
trolled by the individual. 
Thus if a person on an LSD 
trip is involved in a car accident, 
he is subject to police action, 
Leary said. 
The problem comes, he said, in 
deciding what is external and lous poss1bilit1e~." Leary said. 
what is internal. Ile cited censor-, Then parents go to work to n:ir-
ship of films, prohibition, anti- row you down and make you con-
miscegenation laws, and con- form socially," he said. 
trol over drugs as cases of Iegis-, "!\"ow I don't want you to go 
Jating what may enter the body. home and beat them up,'' he said 
To Leary, "The province of' rather, "when you're spiritually 
God is the human body; the Gar- ready, go home and turn them 
den of Eden, your sense organs, on_·• 
your skin." A new religion must also have 
"No police agent, no senator,' a new metaphor, Leary said. 
no congressman has any right to "We use the metaphor of our 
decide about what changes you t1me~-the ~cientific metaphor," 
want to make in your body," he he said. 
said. Investigating the levels of 
Another factor involved in es- consc10usness, Leary said, re-
tablishing a new religion is that· quires hard work-taking careful 
there must be a "crying need for notes during each psychedelic ex-
a new perspective of meaning," penence and comparing with 
Leary said. other's. 
"Why is there a need now?" "Soon you begin to learn to 
Leary asked. "Many of us con- 1 recognize areas. You learn to 
sider modern society an insane move from level to level " he 
asylum." : said, "But you need a mapp1ng of 
Leary pointed out the war and i the internal body-you need to 
the rac:al situation as examples learn your way around," he said. 
of the insanities tolerated by: Reprintcd frmn the "Cornell 
man today. \ Daily 811n", Thnrsday, Nov. J(I, 
"You are born capable of fabu- 11 r1or;. 
'Holly and Ihe 
Ivy9 Rehearses 
Paderewski D0In1.ation 
Received by Pulaski 
Rehearsals are under way for 
i the Dra~a .~epartment's Christ-
the Ameri- , mas play, The Holly and the 
Ivy", scheduled for Dec. 7 
by Jessica Savitch 
A one hundred dollar dona- ary War and founded 
tion has been received for the can Cavalry. 
Paderewski Room in the music The Paderewski Room is being through 10 at the College Theatre, building by Thomas Pulaski, As-
sistant to President Dillingham. equipped to honor the great 
The donation was made by the statesman, artist, and humanitar-
Polish Alliance of Utica. ian of Polish decent, Jgnacy Jan 
Downtown on DeWitt Park. 
This will be the first time a 
play has come just before Chrisf-
mas and special care was taken 
to choose a play that fit the sea-
son. "The Holly and the Ivy", an 
The donation was pledged Paderewski. The Paderewski 
while Mr. Puaski was addressing Room will be used for piano 
the Folish Alliance of Utica on 
"Pulasb.-i Day." "Pulaski Day" 
was begun to honor a distant 
ancestor of President Dilling-
ham's assistant who came to this 
country during the Revolution-
DONOHUE-HALVERSON, 
INC. 
0 
Plumbing and Heating 
0 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
0 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
Thanksgiving Travel Snacks 
Cakes, Cookies 
and Pastries 
from 
The 
[P> (OJ$ fr rry $11'4 c [P) 
113 N. Aurora St. 
272-7272 
seminars, recitals, and music 
import from the London stage, theory for undergraduate piano 
takes place in an English parson-
majors. 
age on Christmas Eve and morn-
According to Illr. Pulaski, con- ing and combines a balance of 
tributions are being sought from comedy and drama. It is a mod-
all sources, but with major con- ern play which was made into an 
centration on Polish-Americans. 
l\fr. Pulaski has been speaking 
personally on behalf of the Pad-
equally fine movie which starred 
Sir Ralph Richardson and Mar-
garet Leighton. 
erewski Room to Polish-Ameri- Under the. direction of Robert 
can groups in Upstate New York Bardwell, a cast of eight Drama 
and as far away as Cleveland majors will perform the play just 
oh· So f tr·b tio h ' before the Christmas vacation. 10
· ar con 
1 
u ns ave I Box-office will open Nov. 30, one 
totaled. over two thousan~ dol- week before the production and 
Jars with more expected m the I reservations are suggested to in-
near future. , sure good seats. 
IFRIEE GAS 
Weokly Drawing f-or 5 Gallon:i of Goll 
AT 
RAY SEARS ATLANTIC 
(Comer of Green end Cayuga) 
AR 2-2600 
Every doilar spent gives you a chance to this special offer 
for IC students. 
Whet "Wo" !!ell ''Wo" Guarontoo 
This Week's Winning Ticket - 015492 
5 Gallons of Gos--FREEI 
CLOTHIERS 
CLOTHIERS 
Sizes 10-20 
ONLY $12.88 
(6o{P> .(Q). ~O(O]frS 
$4.88 to $9.88 
ARMY 
NAVY 
106 - 108 N. Cayuga St. 
134 E. State St. 
Downtown Ithaca 
Is ready for your early Christmas Shopping - NOW! 
With a large selection of sleepwear and lingerie and 
wonderful sportswear. Shop early for good selections. 
Open Monday and Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Weekdays and Saturdays 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Shock your parents when you go home for Thanlcsgiving 
- Get a haircut and come in and see Haskell and the 
Gang for a new suit, or sport coat, or shirt, or tie or-
or-or! ! ! Thats' at 
Haskell Davidson 
Corner State & Auroro 
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WJICB AM-FM Diali 
This 
Weck 
1 
2 
Top Ten 
WICB Top 10 
Last 
Week 
1 Good Vibrations 
Beach Boys 
4 You Keep I\1c Hangin' 
On 
2a.m.--Sign-off 
Saturday, November 19 
I 12:00--Sign-on and News 
1 12:10-Wcekcnd Panorama-host 
Rick Markham 
3:00-----Folk Music Ithaca-host 
Bob Shulman 
i fi·OO-----Weckcnd Panorama-host 
Supremes i Bill Hergeonson 
7 Winchester ~athedral J 10:00-----Weekend Panorama-host 3 
4 
New Vaudeville Band Dave Brown 
6 Devil With A Blue 2a m.--Sign-off 
Dress On 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Mitch Ryder 
2 Poor Side Of Town 
Johnny Rivers 
11 I'm Your Puppet 
James & Bobby 
Purity 
9 Rain On The Roof 
Lovin' Spoonful 
8 Born Free 
Roger Williams 
5 If I Were A 
Carpenter 
Bobby Darin 
10 14 Love Is A Hurtin' 
Thing 
Lou Rawls 
Pick Hit: (When She Wants 
Good Lovin') My Baby Comes To 
Me-Chicago Loop 
Compiled by Al RQ,<,en 
IFM Programs 
Thursday, November 17 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6:15-Mutual News Commentary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert-
host Mitch Davis 
8:00-News 
8:10--Showtime-I Can Get It 
For You Wholesale-Broad-
way Cast 
9:00--Escapadec__host Tom 
Fenzel 
12:00--Sign-off 
Friday, November 18 
6:00--Sign-on and News 
6:15-Mutual News Commerltary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert-
host Al Toman 
8:00--News 
8:10--New York State Farm 
Bureau Report 
8:15-U.S. Airforce-"Count-
down" 
8:30--"The State of the Uni-
versity-The State University 
of New York at Buffalo 
9:00--Escapade-host Ed 
Tobias 
12:00--The World of Jazz with 
Jeff Sedwin-special contest 
with LP prize 
Sunday, November 20 
12:00--Sign-on and News 
12:05---"Master Control - South-
ern Baptist Convention 
Interviews with Miss Tennes-
see 1966 and Jay Gould, 
author of Hello World 
12:35---,Veekcnd Panorama-host 
Stu Hillner 
3:00-----Weekend Panorama-host 
Rick Hart 
6:00-----Wcekend Panorama-host 
Dee Adams 
8:30--Community Report 
9:00-----Al Rosen Rock Show 
11:05---Voices of Vista with Herb 
Oscar Anderson 
11:10--Al Rosen continued 
12:00--Sign-off 
Monday, November 21 
6:00--Sign-on and News 
6:15---Mutual News Commentary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert-
host Rich Seewald 
8:00-----N ews 
8: 10--Sound Track Five-star-
ring Peter Duchin 
8:15---U.S. Treasury Guest Star 
with The Sons of the Pion-
eers 
8:30--"Music From Ithaca"-
selections by Mozart, Schu-
mann, and Verdi 
9:00--Escapade 
12:00--Sign-off 
Tuesday, November 22 
6:00--Sign-on and News 
6:15---Mutual News Commentary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert..:.... 
host Jane Field 
8:00--News 
8:10--Showtime 
9:00--Escapade-host Tony 
Destefano 
12:00--Sign-off 
(WICB-FM will resume broad-
casting on Monday, November 28, 
at 6 p.m. after the Ithaca College 
Thanksgiving recess.) 
Across from First National Bank 
EM3S¥Si5 
One off ll'he leading 
Tobccco Shops in 
CentrcnO New York. 
Featuring also 
l?Al?IEIR BACK IBOOC<S 
(over 2000 titles) 
for classroom work and general reading 
id8Mfrk#!t#Of:W#¥ 0 9@¥frt#MWG NiWibiif¥SWM61i¥BM'ff 
WICB News 
AM DJ's 
by Bill Patryna I 
and producing are the aspirations 
of this congenial collegiate. 
"Sauer's Hours" featuring the 
Radio is composed of many peo- inimitable Ernie Sauer finishes 
pie working together to provide off Monday night's programming 
an informat:ve and entertaining on WICB. Ern:e, who comes to 
presentation. At WICB AM the IC by way of Phoenix, Arizona, 
disc jockey (DJ) is one of the is a junior. A firm believer that 
fundamental elements in the sta- "ro-ck" has universal appeal to 
ti?n's operation. The D~ prepares students which conveys emotions 
his own show, plays· his records, · . 
acts as his own engineer and 1 that few other forms of music 
may even read his own new~. The can, Ernie relies heavily on the 
DJ, therefore, reflects the true TOP SIXTY chart. While "off 
"personality" of the station. Dur- mic" Ern:-e is involved in pro-
ing the next few weeks the ducing a feature length movie 
Ithacan w:ll publish sketches of 
WICB's all-collegiates. entitled "Without Getting". The 
film is scheduled to be released WICB Al\1, 600 on your dial, 
signs on with the "bright and 
lively sounids of tomorrow" at 
4:00 p.m. Monday with Jeff Cheen 
as your host. Jeff, a senior from 
Miami, Florida, "puts down the 
sound" of a selected few TOP 
SIXTY discs as well as the soul 
searching rhythm and blues 
sounds. An av:d enthusiast of the 
"psychodelic", Jeff tends to stay 
away from the hard rock and roll 
music. Broadcasting is not a new 
thing to Jeff. He has had profes-
sional experience at radio stations 
WWRL in New York and WVON 
in Chicago and television tra:ning 
at WSYE in Elmira. Upon gradu-
ation from IC this Spring, Jeff 
plans either to enter the record-
ing business or DJ a rock and roll 
show in Miam;. 
Scott Dilliard takes over the 
airwaves following WICB's com-
prehensive "Six o'Clock Report". 
Scott, who hails from Allentown, 
Pennsylvania is also no newcomer 
to radio. Although only a fresh-
man, Scott has had two years of 
broadcasting experience. The 
purpose of a "r & r" show ~s to 
relax the listener and provide 
him with diverse entertainment 
according to "Scotso". Scott also 
added that he feels it {s the re-
sponsibility of every DJ on WICB 
to be of service to the college 
commllffity Television directing 
nationally early next year by a 
leading distributor. After com-
pleting his education, Ern:e will 
focus his attention on the film 
directing business. 
Jeff Cheen, Scott Diliard, and 
Ernie Sauer are just a few of 
the people involved in bringrng 
the best in college rado to the IC 
campus. Next week's installaltion 
will highlight Tuesday's broad-
casting schedue. Don't miss it! 
Rosen's FM Rock 
Al Rosen is back on WICB-FM 
Sunday nights. Al's show is the 
original FM Rock and Roll Show 
to be heard in the Ithaca area. 
During the course of the even-
ing, Al plays about 40 of ,the 
best rock and roll selections, 
and gives away records and al-
bums to people who can cor-
rectly answer the questions to 
his contests. Heard every Sun-
day from 9 to midnight, Rosen 
has one of the most popular FM 
programs in Ithaca. In the 
course of 30 ·minutes, he has 
reached a record ' of 97 cans 
from the city of Ithaca (and 
Cornell) for requests. 
Youth Center Interviews 
by Steve Schiffman 
On Saturday night, WICB FM 
presented LIVE FROM THE 
YOUTH CENTER. This program 
originated at the Ithaca Youth 
Center, located in downtown 
Ithaca. 
Al Rosen was the honorary host 
for the evening. He conducted a 
series of interviews with Youth 
Board Officials, the Barbarians, 
the rock and roll group perform-
ing there, and students at the 
dance. 
Charles Seager, the Director of 
the Center thanked the station 
for its cooperation,( and called 
the venture a definite community 
service. Future arrange·ments 
have been made with the Center 
to broadcast additional events. 
Charles Boyer and James Coons 
aided Al Rosen. Boyer acted as 
chief engineer, and Coons assis-
ted in interviewing. 
Steve Schiffman produced this 
program. 
Discussion 
by Steve Schiffman 
Last week's DISCUSSION pro-
gram on WICB AM concerned its 
self with the problem of "Ad-
justing to College." Four Ithaca 
College students participated in 
the weekly show. 
Lynn Pheasant, Joe Murphy 
and Len Watson, all freshmen 
discussed some of their feelings 
as they entered college. Jim 
Coons, a sophomore, was able to 
add depth to th~ show with soll).e 
thoughts on his sophomore year 
as to how it compared to his 
freshman year. 
Next week, the show, heard on 
WICB AM after the 11 p.m. news 
on Sundays will take up the topic 
of the DRAMA STUDENT: A 
LIFE OF MAKE BELIEVE. Jeff 
Kramer, Sal Mistretta, Barbara 
Ganbaum and David Burrows, 
drama majors, will talk with pro-
ducer-host Steve Schiffman. · 
14K gold charms for 
that extra special 
present. Just some of 
our f.µitastic 'collec-
tion. 
14K gold clo-
ver with cul-
tured pearl. 
4.88 
"A date to re-
member" 14K 
gold charm. 
¥).88 
Heart with 
cultured pearl. 
14K gold. 
4.88 
201 East State Street 
SAVE TIME 
Restaurants & Carry-Outs Restaurants & Carry-Outs 
on your trip home at 
Thanksgiving 
PIZZA and SUBS 
by 
PIRRO'S 
Speedy delivery to 
your door 
Stone House Inn 
1457 E. Shore Dr., Rt. 34 
'Y 
DELIGHTFUL ATMOSPHERE 
FOR COCKTAILS AND 
DINING 
4 p.m. 'til 2 a.m. Overlooking Cayuga Lake 
115 E. Green St. AR2-9882 
AR 2-1950 Clased Mondays 
!Rosebud Restauranfr 
V 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals 
fine eating at low prices 
.Dusi!' right" for Student budgets 
V 
111 IE. State St 
CCOIODDNGTON'S CARRY-OUT 
124 CODDINGTON RD. 
WDTIHIBN WALKING DDSTANCIE 
SANDWICHES ...,_ COMPLETE DINNERS PIZZA 
IFIRIEIE II>EUVIERY with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
MON - SAT 11 A.M. to 12 Midnight 
SUNDAY 12 Nooll to 12 Midnight 
Call 272-1379 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating laces . 
where everybody meets 
0 
Call and Hal will have 
your order ready to go 
0 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street Hal's Delicatessen 
309 E. State Street 
Phone: AR 3•7765 
0 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
HEIIRYS' 
!b'UOe.-!IH. 
Featuring 15c Hamburgers 
Also Fish, Shrimp, Chicken & Chili Con Carne 
211 Elmira Rd AR3-0407 
Across·from Grand Union 
FREE RIDE 
TO FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'$ SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student Dinner Speclal $1.25 
SUNNYSIDE 
RESTAURANT 
Smlra Road and Meadow St. 
where tha GOOD food Is 
SUMMER PROGRAM Any 1thaca College upperclass- Fll"osh IFootbaOD IHloids Dill'!lll'ileli" (Continued from page S) man interested :n spending a 
450 students per summer, is open su~er studying in Great Brit- The 1966 freshman football Griffin, linebacker; and Tony 
to juniors, seniors and graduate ain, should contact Reverend team recently held a dinner at Gregorio, offensive tackle. The 
the conclusion of their season. award for most improved player 
students. Acceptance is ·based on Clarkson, Chaplain's Office in the Top back award and honorary 
went to John Peters, the teams 
academic standing, letters of ref- basement of Dorm 3. Applications season captain honors went to 
. quarterback Brian Walsh. only mus:c student. The frosh 
erence and a written statement should be picked up by December Outstanding lineman were Ron gridders finished with a 1-4 rec-
of purpose. . and submit~d by March 31. , Howell, defensive end; James ord. 
RESTAURANTS AND CARRY OUTS RESTAURANTS AND CARRY OUTS 
Meet the World9s 
~N0.1----
CHICKEN 
SALES 
Colonel Harland Sanders 
sells more chicken than-
anybody in the whole wide 
world. More than a million 
Kentucky Fried Chicken dinners 
every single day! Now that's a 
lot of chicken. Makes you 
think it's. pretty good? Take 
it from the Colonel . . . "it's 
finger lickin' good!~ And it's 
ready to go from any of the 
more than 1,000 locations 
throughout the United States. 
Just pick 'it up and take it 
home. Today! 
~ fix Sumlay dinner 
seven days a week 
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE 
,, 
' ' 
--
704 W. IBUIFIFAR.O ST., OTHACA, N.Y. 
PHONE 273-8444 
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Addli1tion lto W AA 
by Betty Hoerner 
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A Slymnastics Class has been provide young co-eds with the op-
added to the Women's Athletic I portunity to exercise and to ere-
Association's fall schedule. The I ate new exercises to music. Each 
class, taught by Miss Peggy Exley session varies from a general 
of the Physical Education Depart- workout program to a slight 
ment, meets on Thursdays from modern dance touch." 
1-9 p.m. in the gymnasium. The All girls are welcome to come 
class is open to all Ithaca College to Slymnastics and decide for 
women. 
According to the w AA book- themselves whether "exercising 
let, "This program is set up to can be fun as well as healthful." 
MIA& 
by The Hulk 
Ithaca College's All-Collegiate 
Intramural Basketball Program 
got underway, last Tuesday night, 
with its first six games of the 
season. 
Twenty-four team managers at-
tended the pre-Season meeting, 
and set up three, eight team 
leagues. They, also changed the 
ruling for time outs during the 
game. Now, the clock will stop 
when a team calls a time out, 
compared to the running clock-
time out rule of yester-year. 
For those interested, here are 
the leagues and team numbers: 
Coast League 
1. Losers 
2. Summer School 
3. Pi Lambda Chi 
4. Association 
5. Hot-shots 
6. Twine Ticklers 
7. Dynamites 
8. 86'ers 
Pacific League 
9. DK "B" 
10. Whistling Moons 
11. Phy K's 
12. 007 
13_ Camel Herders 
14. Expendibles 
15. C.B.'s 
16. Pick-up's 
Colonial League 
17. DK "A" 
18. Bushwackers 
19. Re-mouse 
20. 3 + 2 
21. P.H.'s 
22. Firehouse "5" 
23. Dark Horses 
24. Mixed-up 
lVLI.A.A. wishes all the teams 
"Good Luck" and strongly urges 
the men to "keep on playing." 
WRESTLING-The Men's Wrestl-
ing Tournament will be held the 
weke of December 5. Registration 
for the tournament will take place 
in the gym on Monday, Dec. 5, 
j between 4 and 6 p.m., with the 
elimination matches starting at 
J 1 p.m. The semi-finals are sched-
uled for Wednesday night, and 
the finals will be Friday, the 9th, 
, at 8 p.m., in the main gym. 
RESTAURANTS AND CARRY OUTS 
1FDD.IE1r OfF IFDSIHI 
Where is everyone going when they want 
the Best Fish Sandwich in town? 
McDonald's of Course 
Look. fo; th~ Gold~n Arches - - ·_ 364 Elmira Rd. 
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Hockey Team Expects Winning Season 
by Alex 
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-Eric Shepard 
Except for a lack of experience,: thinker, fast skater, and a good 
this years Hockey team looks like' shot." 
the best in it's short history. Bob Aloian, from St. Cath-
"We've got the depth, the num- arines, Ont., is alternate captain 
bers, and the quality," proclaimed and first line wing. -Last year, 
varsity coach George Moore in . sophomore Aloian scored 46 
Burns Moore will be the small I sylvania,,arch r:val Oswego State, 
man at reserve center. Last year Rochtser Tech., the Cornell JV's, 
Moore had 17 goals in 20 games. and Buffalo University among 
Moore, a former Canadian will others. Ithaca will also partici-
also be seen at left wing. pate in the Finger Lakes Col-
describing this years skaters. 1 goals in 23 games. . 
Moore continued "we have three Goaltender for the skating 
balanced lines ~nd great depth Bombers this year will be 6', 175 
in defenseman' ... our strongest pound Bill Simpson. Simpson, a 
point will probably be left 'wing." junior, had over 500 save:3 last 
Captafn of this years squad will year in 13 games. He will be 
be Tony DiAgostino. DiAgostino backed up by Jim Reffler, ~ 
is a senior, center, and has scored freshman from Norwalk, Connetl-
an average of better than twenty cut. 
goals per year the last three sea- Ralph Cox, a sophomore wing 
sons. from Rochester, New York had 
DiAgostino will team up with better than twenty assists last 
freshman Rod Frith up front. year and is the team's playmaker. 
Canadian born Frith will be at He will be joined this year at 
wing and Moore considers him "a wing by his brother, frosh Alan 
big, strong forward, a good Cox. 
WAA 
by Pam Davis 
Christmas Show J round robin followed h~ Corning; 
Cortland and Ithaca, m fourth 
The second annual W. A. A. 1 Christmas Show will be held on P ace. . 
Nov. 30 at 8:15 in the Physical Kathy Britton, Karen Corsell, 
Education building. Puff Cramer, Patti Harrison, Sally 
Girls who have been actively Middleton, Jan Robinson, Lynn 
participating in the areas of syn- Ryan, Gail Wells and Bonnie 
chronized swimming, gymnastics Smith made up the team that rep-
and dance will perform. resented the Ithaca women. Even 
The synchronized swim group though they finished in fourth 
will swim to Christmas music place, the girls felt that they 
while executing ballet moves. gained a lot of experience as well 
There will be doubles, singles and as a lot of fun. 
group routines. In the howling area of the day's 
The women's gymnastic team activities, Cortland took first 
will show their form in floor ex- place with a total · of 1823 pins. 
ercises and on various pieces of Ithaca followed in second with 
apparatus. Corning and Harpur rounding out 
Tap, modern, jazz and folk rou- the tournament 
tines set in a holiday theme will The highest bowler of the day 
be the contribudon of the dance was Nancy Lyons from Cortland 
group. _____ with an average of 167. 
The women that represented 
Sportsday 
The first sportsday of the year 
was held Satur-day, Nov. 12 at 
Ithaca College. Ithaca, Corning, 
Cortland, and Harpur were the 
participating schools in the areas 
of bowling and volleyball. 
Harpur won the volleyball 
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Ithaca were Andi Lown, P. K. 
Cullen, Terry Godlewski, and Ba-
bette Biggs. 
The next sportsday will be on 
December third at Cortland. 
Swimm;ng as well as bowling and 
volleyball will be scheduled at 
this time. Any women interested 
in participating should watch the 
gym bulletin boards for an-
nouncements. 
Monday and Tuesday nights 
from 7-9, W.A.A. sponsors open 
volleyball for people with varied 
abilities. Two tournaments ar~ 
being run, one for people who 
have little experience and want 
to. gain more and one for those 
who are more proficient. 
Steve Foreman returns this legiate Hockey league this year 
year after missing a season. Fore- (with nine other teams) and their 
man is one of only two seniors on tourney at the end of the sea-
this years squad returning after son. 
playing in . '63-'64, and '64-'65. This team is composed pri-
Coach Moore feels "he could help marily of freshman and sopho-
us a lot." mores, and has a bright future 
Other strong prospects include ahead of it for the next few years. 
Bob Robichand, sophmore de- The first scrimage will be No-
fenseman; Rick Fidgeon, junior vember 18 against Canton Tech. 
wing; and freshman_ Joe Maire, a at Linah rink. Game time will be 
wing from Toronto; Otis :M:urphy, 11:00 p.m. The first varsity home 
a hardnose leftwing from Green- game will be December 10 
wieh, Connecticut; and defense- against RIT (6:30-Linah Rink). 
man Tom Cowan. Support your team . . . they are 
This year's schedule includes going to surprise some people 
Rutgers, the University ot Penn-\ before this season ends. 
• 
!Patterson's 
Mobilgas 
WASHING and 
GREASING 
Corner Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
ACADEMY 
BEAUTY SALON 
113 S. Cayuga St. 
Appointments not necessary 
7 Operators for 7 Tastes 
Open weekdays from 8 a.m.-10 p.m, 
Saturdays from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Phone AR 2-5460 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LO~NGE 
Featuring the Singing of 
Charlie Star every 
Friday & Saturday nites 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 
272--9715 
A round robin tournament has 
been initiated and the results 
may be seen on the bulletin 
board in the gym. 
Tompkins 
!Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 IE. State St. 
272-3000 
Sports Scope 
by Alex Block 
What constitutes a small college powerhouse? \Vhat deter-
mines who _gets top ranking or bowl bids? What is an All. 
American? The answer to these questions in today's world of 
college football, basketball, baseball or any other sport in which 
we recognize achievement levels is publicity. 
Every college ·w the land which considers sports a part of 
its image, in this day of quick mass communication, has a full 
time public rebtions staff to glorify its hero's deeds. 
:",t Syracuse Uni"'.'ersity where athletics and a good time are 
one m the same, football has put it on the map. Few people 
associate Syracuse with anything but its athletic program when 
quizzed on initial recognition. Floyd Little may not be the bc,t 
halfback in the country, but he may be the best known-tllll, 
he qualifies as an All-American. 
Last year the Ithaca College football team was undefeat('cl 
but its scope of publicity was not widely enough heralded, thus 
they did not get a small college bowl bid or national rankin<>. 
This is not actually the college's fault, as finances would rn:t 
seem to make a large sports publicity staff feasible. For our s11.c 
we did receive considetable recognition in regional media. 
As far as bowl bids go I would be unfair to all concerned 
if I stated it was all a matter of publicity. Publicity brings a 
team the recognition needed to be considered for a bowl. Th('n 
some skill on the part of the competitor is necessary, and the 
final and most important consideration is-would this college's 
representative have the drawing power necessary to make the 
attraction financially succesful? In Ithaca's case probably not. 
Bowl officials could not hope for more than a handful of sup-
porters to voyage to the site of the game; unless it was withm 
a short distance (less than two hours traveling time). 
Publicity is the mother of success in today's educational 
institutions where a good football team means increas_ed enroll-
ment and alumni donations. Thus every college will eventually 
have to make a decision as to what image they want to por-
tray. If it is to be one of an athletic powerhouse the costs to 
other phases of the college's program may be high. I personally 
feel that Ithaca is headed in this direction as it is the quickest 
route to fame and fortune. I wonder though if such funds would 
not be better spent in other areas; not only here but at similar 
institutions. 
Perhaps we should strive for a compromise, an adequate 
football team and a top grade education. 
JUST SCOPING ... from last Sunday's Syracuse Herald-
American insert entitled "Today's Chuckle"-"A university is 
an institution which has room for, 2,000 in its classrooms and 
50,000 in the stadium." . . . hockey is big in Canada, and 
Canadians are big in IC hockey this year ... 14 men now on the 
varsity basketball squad, four lettermen including Dave Barton 
returning after a years absence; some excellent soph prospects 
... Frank Fazio is not expected to join the hoopster's until at 
least January, assuming t~ere is still a job open . . . Coach 
George Moore, varsity hockey coach, also coached the freshman 
soccer team to a highly successful 9-:2 record-top players were 
Jerry Gardner, Todd Prozelle, and goalie Joe LaPierre (season's 
honorary captain) . . . go to go with Michigan State over 
Notre Dame and UCLA over USC-but don't quote me on it 
. .. A closer from the young Gaver lad-One to make you think 
a little-The Pilgrims shot a turkey in the celebration of the 
first Thanksgiving and we have carried· on the tradition ever 
since ... what if they had shot a skunk . . Happy hunting 
season! 
BEAUTIFUL COEDS* buy their ski parkas, stretch pants, 
sweaters and velour shirts for themselves and their 
boyfriends at 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN 
420 EDDY STREET 
* Some even save 20% 
PHONE AR 3-3030 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
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